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And the winner is .. .
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROFESSIONALS ASSOCIATION!
WE, THE COLLECTIVE GROUP of employee assistance program and
allied professionals known as ALMACA, are now prepared to take a
major step into the future. The name-change vote has been tallied and
the winner is ...Employee Assistance Professionals Association
(EAPA).

Beginning with the July issue of this magazine, all references to your
professional association will be Employee Assistance Professionals
Association, or EAPA. The name-change process is already being im-
plemented. Callers to the National Office are now greeted with "EAPA,
formerly ALMACA." In pronouncing our new, initialed name, each
letter is enunciated (say it "E—A—P—A"), whereas the acronym "ALMACA"
was pronounced as a word.
The National Office is proceeding with plans to create a new logo by

acquiring the services of a professional imagery firm. More details of
the name-change implementation and development of a logo will be
published in the July issue.

~ ~~. 2
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FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

9 ,~ ~
by Thomas Jr Delaney, CEAP
ALMACA Executive Director`

n Thursday, May 11, I spoke
at-the first annual conference
of. ALMACA's Highlands

Chapter. Chapter president Fred Noll
and his committee did a great job of or-
ganizingthe event.'The day's program.
was entitled. "New Directions for EAPs,"
and it was partially builton ALMACA's
decision to change its name, which our
individual members voted to change
to Employee Assistance Professionals
Association (EAPA). The theme re-
flected thespirit and sense ofanticipa-
tion that the new name will work.
The other speakers#or the day were:

ALMACA National Secretary Marcia
Nagle; Eastern Region Representative
Kevin Parker; Don Sandin, an original
founding member of ALMACA; and
Miriam Aaron, coordinator for the
New York State government's EAP. At
the conclusion ofthe program, Miriam
presided over a panel discussion of the
speakers. We were challenged to look
ahead 20 years to speculate on what
will be the important issues for EAPs.

This is not the type of assignment
that I am often asked to handle. An ex-
ecutive director usually handles daily
operational issues within the frame-
work of policy: handed down by a
board of directors and in accordance
with an annual budget. However,
Miriam's request did give me an op-
portunity to put EAP concerns in per-,
spective. It seems to me that the one
issue which will impact EAPs in the
United States over the nexf two decades
is the shape of the. health care delivery
and payment systems.

Coincidentally, I had spoken the
previous Friday night atthe second`an-
nual conference of the Alabama Chap-
ter in Gulf Shores, AL. Chapter presi-
dent Brenda Dyess and her planning
committee did a great job in preparing
the conference. I mentioned in my re-
marks that big business seems to be
ready to embrace some sortof national
health insurance. A question asked by

the audience was; "What is ALMACA
and the EAP field going to do about
this?" It is a question which we will all
have to consider, and- the. Board and
staff would like to know your perspec-
tive. Please drop me a line on your
thoughts about how a national insur-
ance scheme would, or should, in-
volve EAPs.

During another speaking engage-
ment inearly May, l addressed a group
of private-sector contract officers who
represented the U,S: Department of
Labor's New England Regional Office,
and provided the keynote address to
the annual conference of the Ameri-
can Council on Alcoholism. l also met
with President Tom Basco and other
Board members to be .briefed by staff
from the Council on Accreditation
(COA) on Services for Families and
Children about potential cooperative
efforts to develop accreditation stand-
ards for EAPs. (No decision has been
made at this point on whether our as-
sociation will undertake program ac-
creditation. Here_ again, your com-
ments are requested.)

In the six days between my Alabama
and New York trips, ̀ The New York
Times carried a major article speculat-,
ing that, indeed, big business is about
to launch a campaign for national
health insurance. (There is a' distinc-
tion between the terms "national" and
"nationalized" as they pertain to
health insurance.) The article reported
on statements made by Chrysler's CEQ,
Lee facocca, and former secretary of the
U.5. Department of Health and Human
Services; Joseph Califano, who cur-
rently chairs the health care commit-
tee of Chrysler's -Board of Directors.
These. and other business leaders are
„Saying that companies have been un-
able to stiop .the escalating cost of
health care. All of their attempts—
managed health care, copayments,
wellness, preferred providers, HMOs,
etc.—have not worked, and they are
now thinking that a government-
designed national health care system
may be an improvement.

In response to what ALMACA and its
members can do about this. trend;:
Kevin Parker ,stated during the High-
lands Chapter conference that we
must get access to high-level decision
makers in business, labor and govern-'
ment. Don Sandin, pginted out thaf
EAPs .must respond to the needs of,
business if we are to be listened to. He
believes that too many EAP providers`
and practitioners are oriented toward
providing health care and services to`
individual workers, instead of helping.
management and labor achieve their;
goals. The implication is that if EAP
drifts toward becoming mental. health
providers, industry will: want to whisk
EAP under the rug as one of its many
health care worries.
The panel agreed.that,the world of

work and the type of work that people
do will change dramatically in the next
20 years_. There will bemore smal I em-
ployers; more people working from
their homes, more jobturnover, an in-
creasingly heterogeneous work force,
..and more technical positions. At the
same time, there will still be problems
of alcoholism and drug abuse. In fact,
these.-are likely to continue as long as
people seek a means to alter their

. mood and state of mind. These seem to
be intractible parts of human nature.
Marcia Nagle pointed outthe need for
our association to keep alcoholism ef-
forts inthe forefront of our purposes.
The panel saw the current national

concern about drug use as continuing
for. quite a few years. They were not
sure if it would have the same intensity
20 years from now, but felt sure that it
would remain a major concern for
awhile. Again, it was pointed out that
ALNIACA and the employee assistance
field will have to influence the media
and other decision makers. There was
concern expressed about drug testing,
which raised the question of ethics and
program standards.
What happens if an employer wants

to have certain program components
in an EAP that the field recognizes as
not being a part of an EAP? This issue

JUNE 1989, THE ALMACAN 5



Members to Vote
on Four Bylaws
Changes

At its May 20 meeting, the Board
of Directors approved four

proposals that require Bylaws
changes. A ballot is planned for
mailing to the individual, voting
members on August 1. The Bylaws
proposals are these:

1) to install the Ethnic and Cultural
Concerns Committee (chaired by
John Hooks) as a standing com-
m ittee.

2) to approve new, revised mem-
bershipcategories.

3) to realign the regions. (For more
details, see page 14.)

4) to rename the Legislative Com-
mittee as the Legislative and Public
Policy Committee.

•

was raised, not only in regard to drug
testing, but also in the face of the
newly announced Exxon policy of re-
fusing to return recovering alcoholics
to their previous job if the company
decides that it is safety-sensitive or
otherwise prohibited. While there is
agreement that such a policy would be
counterproductive and hinder efforts
to have a safe workplace, what hap-
pens if the company insists? The group
seemed to be saying that good program
standards are a part of the answer. A
good program, of course, monitors a
person's health after s/he is treated. It
will prepare the company and worker
for his or her return to work. ALMACA's
Program Standards Committee is de-
veloping anew set of EAP program
standards, which will be ready for re-

POLICY COVERAGE FEATURES
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY

Limit of liability:
$1,000,000 per claim
$2,000,000 master policy aggregate

This coverage is for individual CEAPs

~ Occurrence form

~ Defense costs in addition to the Ij,mit

~ No deductibles

ANNUAL COST

~ $185 premium
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lease laterthisyear. The standardswill
address the return-to-work issues.
ALMACA was founded 18 years ago.

We are now changing to the Employee
Assistance Professionals Association
(EAPA). The next 20 years will cer-
tainly pose many challenges for EAPA
as it assumes the ALMACA role as the
major international association in the
EAP field. Looking ahead, anticipating
the roles and challenges of EAP in the
next 20 years will enable EAPA to
maintain that leadership and serve all
of us who are committed to the EAP
field. The management survey which
was performed by the American Soci-
ety of Association Executives stressed
the need for continuing strategic plan-
ning. Input from all members of EAPA
will provide the direction. ❑

NEXT
ENROLLMENT

DEADLINE:

JULY 15, 1989

SPONSORED BY:

PLAN MANAGER AND UNDERWRITER
For over 25 years, J.J. Negley associates has acted as an

underwriting manager, providing a stable insurance market
for health and social-service agencies. Scottsdale Insurance
Company is the carrier and is rated A+ by Bests, regarded
as the insurance industry's best rating company.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
~ call the plan administrator, Treiber/Van Wagner, Inc. at
(516) 746-1515.



Pu~Lic
POLICY

OCF's Bunn Testifies before House
ongressional testimony was
heard on April 26 on H.R. 2124,
a bill introduced by U.S. Repre-

sentative dames Florio (D-NJ) which
would mandate employer-sponsored
insurance coverage for drug and alco-
hol abuse treatment. The hearing took
place in the House Subcommittee on
Commerce, Consumer Protection and
Competitiveness, which is chaired by
Rep. Florio.
One of the witnesses was Gerald A.

Bunn, MA, CEAP, EAP director for
Owens-Corning Fiberglas, based in
Toledo, Ohio. An excerpt of his tes-
timonyfollows.

Owens-Corning has had an employee as-
sistance program since 1974. Our company
currently employs approximately 18,000
employees worldwide, and EAP services
are offered equally to all employees, their
dependents and retirees, including over-
seas personnel. Last year 850 clients uti-
lized these services. Over 56% of the
clients suffered from problems associated
with alcohol and/or other drugs. Thirty-
nine percent were family members with
the majority of those being adolescents.
We particularly

applaud the proposed
bill's stipulation that
treatment "must meet
minimum Federal
standards promul-
gated by the Secre-
tary of Health and
Human Services."

In 1986, Owens-
Corning Fiberglas
addressed the issue
of providing quality Gerald Bunn
care to our employees. The required addi-
tion of a number of health maintenance
organizations, along with our self-insurance
efforts, found us facing a wide variety of
services for alcohol and drug abuse. Some
of them were totally unsatisfactory. Conse-
quently, OCF began providing total cover-
agethrough its EAP. Included in this change
was EAP management responsibility for all
clients, treatment resources and benefits
administration.
Our employees and their families were

assured of 100% treatment costs coverage
in programs that were selected to meet their
therapeutic needs. Today, inpatient or out-

patient decisions are sometimes made
based on "false" economics. If appropriate
quality service is provided at the outset, re-
lapse, with the resulting requirementfor re-
peating treatment, is often significantly
decreased,
Our treatment resources are selected by

our staff of professionals at the M.A. or Ph. D.
levels. Three have over ten years experience
in the addiction field, including the man-
agement of treatment programs. Transpor-
tation for patients and their families is in-
cluded in our benefits, so geography does
not hamper the effurt. We are constantly
amazed by the diversity in the costs for
treatment—running between $5,000 and
$25,000. There seems to be a general rule
also that there is an inverse relationship be-
tween costs and quality care.

After three years we have del ivered qua I-
ity treatment and have effectively con-
trolled costs. Our per-diem costs as well as
costs per client have declined each year at
the same time other medical costs have in-
creased at an average of approximately 20
percent per year. Further reductions will

probably notoccur. However, increases, if
any, should be held below the five percent
level. Selective use of quality resources,
contracted for at reasonable prices, per-
sonal professional follow=up (aftercare) for
each and every client plus proper selection
of inpatienUoutpatient services, are among
the factors that contribute to this success.

Without "standards" based on quality,
effectiveness cannot be achieved nor even
measured. Without "standards" based on
quality effectively addressing the human,
as well as the economic, costs are impossible.
This becomes more critical when consid-
eration is given to the disparity that seem-
inglyexists between patients whose primary
drug of choice are drugs other than alcohol.
Cocaine, especially crack, is presenting
challenges that we are not adequately meet-
ing at this time. The proposed development
of treatment standards should aid us in be-
ginning to improve our treatment out-
comes across the board.

As of May 15, no further action was
taken on H.R. 2124.

RAILROAD DRUG TESTING BILL
CRUISES THROUGH SUBCOMMITTEE

Representative Thomas Luken (D-OH)
has introduced a bill, H.R. 1208, that

would amend the Federal Railroad
Safety Act of 1970 to provide for drug
and alcohol testing of railroad employ-
ees. The House Subcommittee on
Transportation, Tourism and Hazard-
ous Materials unanimously approved
the bill on May 10 with minimal
changes. H.R. 1208 wi I I next be con-
sidered by the full Committee on
Energy and Commerce.
Here are some of the bill's specifics:

• It allows for preemployment screen-
ing.
~ It provides for employee testing
.under these conditions:
• on a random, nondiscriminatory

basis.
• during employer-required phys-

ical examinations for individuals out
of service more than 90 days.
• as part of scheduled, routine em-

ployer-required physical examina-
tionswith reasonable notice.

• upon return from illness or injury
which requires an absence of more
than 30 days.
• immediately following a railroad

accident or incident involving loss of
human life, serious bodily injury re-
quiring medical attention, or property
damage in excess of $50,000.
• Employees may be tested for "reason-
able suspicion." The bill specifies 10
grounds for reasonable suspicion.
A rather lengthy section of H. R. 1208

describes employee rights. They include:
• assurance from the employer that
urine samples are collected in accord-
ance with ADAMHA guidelines and
will be analyzed by a medical lab
meeting specific requirements.
• confirmation of an initial positive
test by an ADAMHA-prescribed con-
firmation test.
• an opportunity for the employee to
have a portion of the positive sample
confirmed independently by a lab of
the employee's choosing. ❑
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~` ~ J BILLS IN THE HOPPER
v~

HEALTH INSURANCE

S. 768

SPONSOR: Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-
MA), 4 cosponsors
INTRODUCED: April 12
HIGHLIGHTS: This bill would provide
basic health benefits for all Americans
by amending the Health Service Act
and Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938.
This national health system would be
built on two components:
• The job-based system of health insur-
ance that provides coverage for most
workers and their families would be ex-
panded. Employers would be required
to offer, at a minimum, a basic benefits
package to employees and their family
members for any employee working
more than 17'/z hours per week.
•Medicaid would be expanded.
The bill also includes required mental

health benefits. More details on national

FEDERAL LEGISLATION

health insurance legislation will be run
in the July issue.
STATUS: Hearings were held on May 1.
No further action.

SECTION 89 REPEAL

H.R. 639

SPONSORS: Rep. John LaFalce (D-NY),
301 cosponsors
INTRODUCED: January 24
HIGHLIGHTS: Would make an outright
repeal of Section 89, a complex provi-
sion of the 1986 tax law which requires
business owners and upper-income
employees to pay tax on a portion of
their health benefits. Section 89 re-
quiresemployers to comply with exten-
sive reporting provisions, which many
corporations claim will cost millions of
dollars.
[The U.S. Chamber of Commercead-

vocates repealing Section 89. Despite

the broad supportfor HR 639, however,
conversations with committee staff in
the House of Representatives suggest
that passage of a tax simplification bill is
more likely. Provisions that provide for
tax simplification could be added to a
reconciliation bill—or a package of tax
changes~lue late this summer. The
House Ways and Means Committee,
through which all tax bills must pass, is
chaired by Rep. Dan Rostenkowski,
who has stated his opposition to repeal
of Section 89. Rostenkowski, himself,
has introduced a simplification bill.]
STATUS: In the Ways and Means Com-
mittee.

EAP MONTH

H.J. Res. 223

SPONSOR: Rep. Louise Slaughter
COSPONSORS: 34 (218 are needed in
the House of Representatives)

1 t

~s cruc~a
Responsivenessto ynurreferrals,
our patients, means we expect
them to have different needs, and
to have arrived for treatment
under varied circumstances;
some with limited coverage. We
consider the whole picture and
try to provide the best treatment
humanly and professionally
possible.

To you, the EAP, special respon-
sivenessfromthe treatment staff
is crucial. Timely and relevant
communication from our
staff demonstrates our

8 THE ALMACAN JUNE 1989

appreciation of the nature of you r
case management role and its
responsibilities.

Our responsiveness also in-
cludes our attention to well
designed discharge planning,
and to the needs of EAP s for
alternatives to inpatient treat-
ment. The 421 Outpatient Alco-
holism Treatment Center is our
response to that need.

• Alcoholism and Chemical
Dependency, Detoxification,
and Rehabilitative Programs

420 East 76th Street, NY, NY
10021 (212) 988-6205

The 421 Outpatient Treatment
Center, Outpatient Program
Alternatives for Alcohol De-
pendency Problems
421 East 75th Street, NY, NY
10021 (212) 222-3654

Breakthrough
at Gracie Square Hospital*

;1CAH Accredited
Licensed by the N.Y. State Division of
Alcoholism, the N.Y. State Division of
Substance Abuse Services, and N.Y. State
Office of Mental Health
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All o f them do...
Because if only one of these em-

ployees is a substance abuser, then all of
the other employees, including you, are
adversely affected as well.

Substance abuse is a major
problem at many companies today.
Chances are, your company either has a
substance abuse problem now, or will
have one in the future.

Timberlawn Psychiatric Hospital
has a range of treatment options, individ-
ual and group therapy programs, and
other recovery-oriented services all
geared toward helping the substance
abuser. An individualized evaluation

leads to selection of the most appropriate
treatment program, which is further en-
hanced by specialized aftercare and moni-
toring services. Treatment team members
include Board Certified psychiatrists,
clinical psychologists, psychiatric social
workers and substance abuse counselor
specialists with certification in their field.
The Twelve Step Programs are empha-
sized throughout the recovery process.

At Timberlawn, we understand the
unique challenges faced by your company
today. Call us for more information on
how we can be of assistance.

T~VIBERLAT~ITN
PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL

4600 SAMUELL BLVD. • P.O. BOX 11288 •DALLAS, TEXAS 75223 • (214) 381-7181



ONE MEMBER'S
VIEW

More on EAP-Benefits Relations
by Gregory DeLapp, CEAP
EAP Administrator
Carpenter Technology Corporation
Reading, Pennsylvania

HE ALMACAN article by Tom
Tison (April 1989) underscored
the charge EAPs have in work-

ingwith benefits departments. The au-
thor calls for an exploration of mutual
interests, cultivating relationshipswith
benefits managers, involvment in the
claims control process and more. Mr.
Tison clearly states the advantages of
such EAP/benefits relationships in-
cluding "an opportunity to demonstrate
the value of the EAP."

While Mr. Tison rightfully points to
EAP efforts directed to benefits mana-
gers, EAPs can provide a considerable
contribution to the day-to-day opera-
tion of the benefits department. Let me
suggest that problem-solving skills, in-
herent inthe operation of an EAP, pro-
vide the vehicle to include EAPs in the
daily operation of the benefits depart-
ment and a way to demonstrate the
value of an EAP.

Benefits department staff/counselors
have direct daily contact with employees
and family members regarding questions
of coverage, qualified providers, the
claims process, selection of benefits,
survivor benefits following a death in
the family, preretirement decisions,
and much more. The benefits staff
routinely meets with employees cur-
rentlyinvolved with EAP or potential ly
in need of EAP. Problem-solving con-
sultation with line benefits counselors
expands the utility of EAP to the or-
ganization and serves as an additional
case-finding mechanism.
A number of employers offer 401(K)

savings and cafeteria benefit plans.
Such plans often have provisions for
loans against the 401(K) savings ac-
count. While an employee's request
for a loan may be rejected, the finan-
cial need dictating the request does
not abate following loan rejection.
Line benefits staff may recommend
EAP to the loan applicant to further
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explore a response to the financial
hardship. In more obvious situations,
the EAP serves as a referral resource for
benefits counselors when an employee
states financial hardship due to di-
vorce, abandonment, extraordinary
MH/CD costs, a spouse's gambling,
etc., at the time of loan application.
A nontraditional route of interven-

tion exists, for example, when a com-
pulsive gambler applies fora 401(K)
loan, is approved,
immediately re-
quests aletter to
verify he will re-
ceive the money
(there is a six-
week delay prior
to issuing a
check), takes the
verification letter
to the credit union,
and asks for a swing loan to carry him
for the six weeks. A strong link be-
tween EAP and benefits increases the
potential for intervention.
A cafeteria benefits plan encourages

benefit selection according to an em-
ployee'sfinancial health. While bene-
fits counselors know the benefit struc-
ture and available options, the EAP is
wel I-positioned to respond to the emo-
tions attached to selection of certain
benefits (due to an employee/family
member with a chronic or fatal illness,
etc.). A collaborative effort between
benefits and EAP is clearly indicated.

In one case, anemployer-sponsored
EAP and benefits department worked
closely in response to an employee
with AIDS. Among the many efforts
prior to his death, extensive col labora-
tion in joint counseling sessions with
the employee resulted in coordinating
benefits, cashing-out the 401(K) sav-
ings plan to fund a life insurance con-
version policy (thus avoiding the need
for a physical), and ensuring survivor
benefits were in accordance with em-
ployee requests. EAP provided support
to employee, family and benefits staff
in communicating with each other in a
compassionate and confidential manner.

The EAP is often cal led on to counsel
benefits staff on how to handle ver-
bally abusive or difficult employees.
Such contacts allow for continued re-
liance on EAP by benefits counselors
for consultation to assist.in completing
their job. By demonstrating value to
each staff member, the benefits staff as
a whole is more willing to suggest EAP
to employees, regardless of the prob-
lem presented in the benefits office.
The benefits counselor can be an ad-

vocate for the EAP and provide another
route of entry to EAP. As benefits ad-
ministration becomes more compli-
catedand EAPs more involved with as-
sisting benefits staff in administering
the plan, anon-traditional source of
referral to the EAP is cultivated. In this
way, the line benefits staff is encour-
aged that it has an additional option to
offer an employee by suggesting EAP
when the problem goes beyond a strict
benefits issue. This is a clear demonstra-
tion of the value and utility of EAP. ❑

Staff Openin~FAPA
(formerly ALMACA)

Coordinator of Education,
Traini»q and Certi~catiore

Job responsibilities: provide the Employee
Assistance Professionals Association's (EAPA)
Education 6c Training Committee and Em-
ployee Assistance Certification Commission
(EACC) with technical support for education,
training and certification activities. This in-
dividualwill: market the Certified Employee
Assistance Professional (CEAP) program;
conduct market surveys and develop educa-
tion &training materials and activities;
plan, organize and support chapter, region
and national education 6c training activities;
and develop linkages with and programs for
universities, professional associations and
other training organizations. Some travel
required.

Starting annual salary: $37,000-$40,000
Education/work experience: bachelor de-
gree, with 4 + years of work experience. As-
sociation experience preferred. Knowledge
of EAPs, labor relations and/or human re-
sources preferred.

Application deadline: July 10, 1989 Sub-
mit resume to: Thomas J. Delaney, CEAP,
Executive Director, EAPA, 4601 N. Fairf~
Drive, Suite 1001, Arlington, VA 22203.



FILM
REVIEWS

Cocaine/Crack Films are Featured
This is a series of five videotapes

produced by AIMS Media and
first released in 1986. One ofthe

videos in the series—"Cocaine and
Young People"—is not reviewed here.
Overall, on a scale of 100, the AL-
MACA Audiovisual Review Committee
gave the remaining four videos in the
series a rating of 85.
The whole series of five videos may

be purchased for $995. Individually,
the five videos in the series are priced
at $245. They range in length from 14 to
16 minutes, ideal for training sessions.
To order: AIMS Media, 6901 Woodley

Avenue, Van Nuys, CA 91406; 1-800-
367-2467.

TITLE: CON UERING COCAINE—
LIFE WITHO T COCAINE

REVIEWER COMMENTS

Good for educating clients about re-
covery and strategies for living sober.
Describes relapse warning signs,
while discussing effectively the need
for pervasive changes in attitude and
behavior. Attractive, honest, and
straight-forward presentation.

This video can best be utilized in
working with EAP clients, and in edu-
cation and training.

Content Rating: 82

Comprehensive , ........ 50
Direct ................ 75
Timely ................ 100
Accurate .............. 100
Informative ............. 75
Credible ........... . ... 100
Presentation ............ 75

TITLE: CONQUERING COCAINE—
THEMIND AND BODY IN CRISIS

REVIEWER COMMENTS

Good lay description of addiction. The
testimonials are accurate, straight-on
and believable. Excellent interviewsof
recovering cocaine addicts.
On the other hand, some objection

to use of the phrase "dual addiction"—
addiction is the disease, regardless of
the number of substances involved.
There is also some feeling the lan-
guage may offend some viewers.
The best audiences for this video, in

the opinion of the ALMACA reviewers,
are EAP clients and groups in educa-
tion and training.

Content Rating: 82

Comprehensive .......... 50
Direct ................ 100
Timely ................ 75
Accurate .............. 75
Informative ............. 100
Credible ............... 75
Presentation ............ 100

TITLE: CONQUERING COCAINE—
CESSATION/EARLY STAGES OF
RECOVERY

REVIEWER COMMENTS

Pointedly states that recovery includes
the use of no psychoactive drugs.
Good at pointing out that cocaine ad-
dicts are not special addicts. Good
portrayal of the total abstinence
model, including 12-step approach.
Good tool for educating people, and
for motivating users into treatment.
EAP practitioners and EAP cl Tents are

the best audiences for this video.

Content Rating: 96

Comprehensive .......... 100
Direct ................ 100
Timely ................ 100
Accurate .............. 100
Informative ......:...... 100
Credible ............... 100
Presentation ............ 75

x TITLE: CONQUERING COCAINE—
CRACK/BREAKING
THE ADDITION

REVIEWER COMMENTS

Accurate presentation of role self-help
groups can play in recovery. Good

presentation of a 12-step model. This
film (and others in the series) does a
wonderful jop of portraying true ad-
dicts, with acareful avoidanceofcom-
fortablestereotypes; i.e., "addicts" are
"us," not "them."
However, the presentation does

ramble on somewhat. The format could
have been better.
Video would be appropriate for gen-

eral education/training and EAP clients.

Content Rating: 79

Comprehensive .......... 25
Direct ............. .. 100
Timely ................ 100
Accurate .............. 75
Informative ............. 100
Credible ............... 100
Presentation ............ 50

pace health services

Outpatient
Detox •Rehab •Aftercare
Medically supervised alcoholism and
chemical dependency treatment for
functional, motivated residents of the
metropolitan New York area.

• 3 month, 6 month and Open-ended
Treatment Programs

•Codependent, COA and Family
Treatment Programs

~ Combined Alcoholism and Cocaine
Abuse Treatment Program

•Relapse Prevention Program
Aftercare and Support Services
coordinated with Inpatient Facilities,
Private Practitioners and Employee
Assistance Programs.

(212)949-4070
Nicholas A. Pace, M.D.

Medical Director
Co-Founder, Alcoholism Council

of Greater New Vork

369 Lexington Avenue
(E. 41st Street)

New York, New York 10017
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INSURANCE
ISSUES

TALMACA Goes to State With HMO Problem
The TALMACA (TN) Chapter of

ALMACA has turned a potentially
explosive situation into opportu-

nity. In 1988, the chapter complained
to the state Department of Insurance
about potential problems of utilization
review, preadmission authorization
and benefits coverage. After several
letters were exchanged and meetings
were held, a bridge was built that has
assured ongoing communications be-
tweenthe chapter and state regulators.

In fact, at its July
chapter meeting, ~''`r'~~_,
chapter members
plan to have a ,
panel discussion '. ~,,, ~ '+'
on managed care.
The assistant com- ~~~ -.~ ~:~~
missionerof insur- ~ ,
ance has been in- ̀
vited to participate.
The dialogue will
concern how the Jack Freckman
TALMACA Chapter can contribute to
state insurance matters related to men-
tal health and substance abuse. "We
have got a mechanism through which
we can influence how the EAP field is
treated in Tennessee, and we're assert-
ingourselves to keep the dialogue on-
going," explains immediate past presi-
dentJack Freckman, who initially con-
tacted the state.

GOING TO THE INSURANCE
COMMISSIONER

The chapter first expressed its con-
cerns to the state about HMO deci-
sions to terminate coverage for inpa-
tient and residential treatment by UR
specialists with no prior training or ex-
perience inchemical dependency treat-
ment. "At issue is that coverage within
policy limits is being cut off unilaterally
by some coverage providers despite
medical indications to the contrary,"
stated Freckman in a letter to Elaine
McReynolds, Tennessee Commissioner
of Insurance, on August 11, 1988.
"Consider the case of an individual
who was precertified for inpatient treat-
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ment for alcoholism detoxification.
This was his first admission. His policy
covered treatment of this disease in
this setting for 45 days. At the end of
the third day, reports by the treatment
staff showed continuing tremors and
shakiness, short-term memory impair-
ment and potential impending DTs.
The team concluded that he needed to
remain in residential care. The HMO
representative stated that the patient
was no longer certified for the residen-
tial care and would be attending their
outpatient program the next d.ay."
Freckman wrote that the department

could help prevent poor managed care
decision making by:
• requiring that HMO and insurance
staff who make clinical decisions have
expertise i n thei r area of responsi bi I ity,
in this case alcohol and drug abuse

',~':~~.

treatment.
• establishing guidelines that insure
that the opportunity for detoxification
will be extended beyond three days,
when necessary.
~ requiring the use of a third-party ar-
bitrator, such as an EAP consultant, to
render a binding decision when dis-
agreement arises between the treat-
mentfacility and coverage provider.
Commissioner McReynolds sent a

response to Freckman dated October
6. She expressed her concern that
managed care and UR not work to the
detriment of the insured/patient and
directed assistant commissioner David
Kumatz to schedule a meeting with
chapter representatives to discuss the
matter further.
On October 24 the meeting was held.

Joining Freckman was TALMACA's vice

EDGEHILL NEWPORT ~
The Treatment Center for Alcoholism

and Chemical Dependency

• Women's Program •Special Cocaine Track

200 Harrison Avenue
Newport, Rhode Island 02840

1-800-252-6466

Edgehill Newport has been ranked
among the top ten treatment facilities in the nation
in a number of prestigious periodicals including

FORBES Magazine.



president, Frank Burger, who was also
an Executive Committee member of
ALMACA National at the time. "Mr.
Kumatz was most attentive and re-
sponsive to our concerns," says
Freckman. "He agreed to investigate
any case that is forwarded to his office
by a TALMACA Chapter member in
which benefit coverage has been denied
and has not been resolved through
normal processes. Frank and I agreed
to be the conduits through which cases
would be presented.

"Fortunately, no cases have been di-
rected to the department. This has not
been so much the result of coverage
providers changing their managed
care approaches as the fact that the
chapter's actions have been a deter-
rent to possible abuse of clients."

NEW LICENSURE REGULATION

Another situation has come up which
the TALMACA Chapter is responding
to. The state's Department of Mental
Health has introduced legislation per-
taining to the licensure of people and
programs involved in the provision of
alcohol and drug services. "The way
the bill was written, virtually anybody
providing any kind of services related
to substance abuse could be required
to be licensed. Even the self-help
groups could be adversely affected by
this proposed legislation. Frank and
brought this situation to Commissioner
McReynolds' attention, and the chap-
ter obtained legal counsel to speak
with the Mental Health Department on
our behalf."

Freckman, Burger and current TAL-
MACA president, Dr. Peggy Reynolds,
have been regularly attending Senate
committee hearings and talking with
attorneys of the Department of Mental
Health. They have been successful in
having amendments added to the bill
which would exclude EAPs and EAP pro-
fessionalsfrom the licensure. The chapter
is working to have legislation intro-
duced which would require that the
CEAP designation suffice for all licen-
sure requirements for EAP professionals.
The chapter feels that it is prepared

to act promptly when new situations
arise that are detrimental to the EAP
field and EAP clients. "One could
reasonably expect more of these situa-
tions toarise around the country," says
Freckman. ❑

The hidden costs of substance .abuse. ,~ ~o o~ .
~: ~ ~a~~s

,,, ;

s~~ ~' ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~ ~~ 3~~bsev~~`~ertrN_ errors 
~z

is dtte ~ iNC'~±Gi 
P,N'~ rrtisf~t~'~s ~ Z 5A? ;~~ ~

9 ~~~~ ~~~~~s 3 goo
clams

~: ttlo~l-work 
~~~~le~~, ~o~P ~ _

'`1.r~1"'~~ ~ p~~~

Kuala can help you recover them.
Every employee with an alcohol or drug related problem costs you at least 25% of his salary each year

in hidden expenses: absenteeism, mistakes, extra medical premiums and more. Koala offers a network
of centers providing effective treatment—covered by most insurance—for alcohol and drug abuse.
~~1..~ We can help you return troubled employees to full productivity. And our •~•

~~ ~ flexibility in program and pricing alternatives gives you a variety of options. KOALA
We can show you, in your own specific situation, how providing treatment is not only a help for the ~ CENTERS
employee and his family; it's a sound business decision as well. Koala Centers are located in
A Koala National Accounts Representative will be pleased to give you all the details in your own Arkansas, Florida, Indiana,

office. For further information please contact Jack Fre~kman Director of National Accounts at Kentucky, Michigan,
> > r Missouri, North Cazolina,

1-800-433-3009. In Tennessee call 615-665-1144. ono, Pennsylvania and
Tennessee.

Rated one of America's best treatment centers as published in Forbes magazine.
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REGIONS AND
CHAPTERS

IVlembership to Vote on New Regions
t its May 20 spring meeting in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, ALMACA's
Board of Directors held discus-

sions on new regional boundaries
which were presented by Vice Presi-
dent—Operations Tamara Cagney.
The Board voted to approve the boun-
daries. Because it would require a

..
.,~,~~

Pacific Region

California
Oregon
Washington
Hawaii
Alaska

s~

Western Region

Arizona
Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
Utah
Wyoming
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Bylaws revision, however, final ap-
proval will come from ALMACA's in-
dividual, voting members. A ballot will
be mailed in August.
The proposed redivision of AL-

MACA's regions was the result of a year
of discussions with regional represent-
atives, ALMACA chapter presidents

North Central Region

Wisconsin
Minnesota
North Dakota
South Dakota
Illinois
Nebraska
Iowa

Southwestern Region

Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Missouri
Kansas

Midwestern Region

Indiana
Michigan
Ohio

and others who cared to comment.
The new boundarieswould increaseto
ten, from the present six. The regional
alignment outside of the United States
would remain the same. The maps
below show how the states would be
realigned.

Mid-Atlantic Region

Maryland
West Virginia
Delaware
District of Columbia
Virginia

Canadian Region `̂"%
;:~;:

All provinces and `'''"'<
territories of Canada

International Region

AI I other parts of the world

Eastern Region

Maine
Vermont
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Rhode Island
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

Southern Region

North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Kentucky
Alabama
Georgia
Florida
Mississippi



Southern Holds 3rd Regional
rom February 26 through March 1,
ALMACA's Southern Region held
its third conference in Louisville,

Kentucky. The theme was "The Run for
Excellence," in true Kentucky Derby
fashion. Tom Pasco, President of AL-
MACA National and co-director of the
UAW-Ford Motor Company EAP, was
the opening session's keynote speaker.
He provided an overview of the EAP's
strategic role in the workplace. Betty
Mauldin, president of the Kentucky
Chapter, and Weldon Fuller, the pro-
gram chair, organized a varied pack-
age of workshops, with specialists on
women's issues, AIDS, legal &ethical
concerns and trauma presenting. The
women's issues workshop dealt with
child care, elder care and stress in the
workplace.

During the trauma workshop, Ken-
neth Wolf, Ph.D., a specialist on criti-
cal-incident stress, challenged EAP
professionals to organize response
teams which provide assistance to em-
ployees after a critical incident. He
stressed the need for immediate re-
sponse, the first 72 hours being the
most critical. He laid out a plan for de-
ploying acrisis response team after a

~ I~~i

traumatic incident. "Understanding
post-incident stress, crisis intervention
and recovery can enable EAPs to pro-
vide important assistance to the af-
fected employee," Dr. Wolf stated.
The legal &ethical issues workshop

reviewed the complex issues of confi-
dentiality. In a basic EAP skills work-
shop, Robert Appleby and Cynthia
Persico, of Resource EAP, Inc. (Jack-
sonville, FL) led asix-hour course held
over two days for EAP practitioners
preparing for the CEAP exam. Their
workshop was a return by popular de-
mandfrom theirdebut inNashville last
year. Thirty exhibits were on display
by treatment facilities and labor/man-
agementvendors during the conference.

Next year's Southern Region Con-
ference will be held in Orlando,
Florida. Kentucky ALMACANs say
they are prepared to trade in their rac-
ingsilks for Mickey Mouse Ears!

This report was provided by Doris
Bouse, M. Ed., CEAP, a Kentucky
Chapter member.

,~a~.m_ is a nonprofit corporation
who's main activity is sponsor-
ing workshops on the issues of
chemical dependency at the
workplace.

.~a(,r►~ is not a membership or-
ganization. Participants include
representatives from labor,
management and the health
care field. Each chapter is ad-
ministered by representatives
from the local community un-
der the supervision of the na-
tional PALM Board of Directors.

,~a.lm_ workshops are designed
to provide practical. informa-
tion, not theory. They offer ac-
tual application of techniques
that have proven effective in
dealing with chemical depend-
ency at the workplace.

~alm_workshops are held
monthly at locations through-
outthe courtry. For information
about your nearest chapter,
please call or write to our na-
tional office.

PROBLEMS OF ALCOHOLISM
IN LABOR AND
MANAGEMENT, INC.
DBA:PALM
2130 West Ninth Street
Room 103
Los Angeles, CA 90006
Telephone X213) 738-PALM

Joy W. Ellis, Executive Director
Douglas K. Maguire, President
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at Gracie Square Hospital

Dedicated to Quality Care
and Personal Regard

The Dual-Focus Program is one of
our special treatment units at
Gracie Square Hospital. It was
developed precisely because of the
unique challenges represented in
treating the dually diagnosed,
sometimes referred to as a MICA
(Mentally Ill Chemical Abusing)
individual.

The Dual-Focus Program provides
this patient with a program design
that offers comprehensive psychi-
atric evaluation and treatment
concomitantly with substance
abuse treatment. Dual-Focus treat-
ment at Gracie Square Hospital
takes place in a climate character-
ized by dedication to quality care
and personal regard.

Foy additional information
about or for formal
consultation, evaluation
and assessment related to
admission to the Dual-
Focus Program, call
(212) 988-4400 ext. 476.

At Gracie Square Hospital, dedica-
tion to quality care and personal
regard distinguish all of our centers
of special care, including:
■ General Psychiatric Services.
■ The Dual-Focus Program for the

Dually Diagnosed.
■ The Eating Disorders Program.
■ The Alcoholism &Drug Abuse

Programs Conducted by
Breakthrough Concepts, Inc.

G~~Grncie Squnre Nospitnl
420 Enst 76th Street
Neeu York, Neeu York 70027
Tel ephone(272)988-4400

*JCAHO Accredited. Licensed by the N.Y. State
Office of Mental Health, the N.Y. State Division
of Alcoholism and the N.Y: State Division of
Substance Abuse Services.
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Illinois Sponsors
10th Conference
The Illinois Chapter of ALMACA held

its 10th Annual Conference on April
21 at the Hotel Nikko in Chicago. A
record attendance of 380 was on hand.
During the opening session, Chapter
President Paul Maiden welcomed at-
tendeesand introduced Wiliam Atkins,
director of the state's Department of
Alcohol and Substance Abuse. The II-
linois Chapter is working cooperatively
with the office of Lt. Gov. George T.
Ryan to promote the development of
EAPs among small businesses through-
outthe state and Atkins expressed op-
timism about the success of the
project.
Workshops were held throughout

the day on such topics as computer
technology, trauma in the workplace,
a workplace prevention program in
the railroad industry called Operation
RedBlock, intervening in the addicted
organization, managed care and mar-
keting. An "Intervention Theatre" was
also performed by SST Productions.
Professional actors presented an ap-
proach to substance abuse education
and training in the workplace.

During the luncheon, keynote
speaker Robert M. Fitzgerald, presi-

dent of the Chicago Clearing House
Association, described his personal re-
covery from alcohol dependency and
offered moral support EAP profession-
als. The day's highlight was presenta-
tion of the chapter's Outstanding AL-
MACAN Award. Michael Stroden, EAP
coordinator for the Chicago Transit
Authority, was named the winnerfor his
years of commitment to the EAP field and
help to dozens of EAP professionals. For
its day's work, the chapter raised
$9,500 in corporate sponsorships. ❑

,_ 'i
'< a.:;~

~`° `j
~~'~ l

William Atkins, representing Illinois Lt.
Gov. George Ryan, spoke optimistically
about the state's small business EAP initia-
tive.

y ~
f

~ .
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Michael Stroden (second from left) was winner of the Illinois Chapter's 1989 Outstanding
ALMACAN award. He is flanked by (from left) chapter members Sheila Monaghan, Paul
Maiden and Bill Schleicher.



NEWS FROM
THE OUTSIDE

1 n the Aftermath of Valdez
by Richard Bickerton, MS, CEAP
Public Information Officer

he 987-foot-long tanker Exxon
Valdez ran aground in Bligh Reef
in Alaska's Prince William

Sound on March 24, spilling 10 million
gallons of crude oil into waters border-
ing on American shores. From press
reports, it is unclear whether the
tanker's captain, Joseph Hazelwood,
drank too much before the ship ran
aground, but it has opened discussions
in the media about how employers
handle impaired individuals who
work in dangerous jobs.
On April 6, The Washington Post

carried an article that began: "The
captain of the oil tanker Exxon Valdez
... is management's worst night-
mare—an employee with a history of
alcohol abuse in asafety-sensitive job
who winds up in the middle of a disaster
amid indications that a prescribed
treatment program never worked."
The accident, according to the article,
"has also created fresh doubts for cor-
porate managers who seek to strike a
balance between treating troubled
employees with sensitivity and pro-
tectingtheir companies—and the pub-
lic—from foreseeable harm."
Captain Hazelwood voluntarily en-

tered an alcohol treatment program in
1985, according to testimony by Exxon
chairman, L.G. Rawl, before a con-
gressional panel ("Exxon told in'85 of
abuses by captain," The Boston
Globe). Rawl was also quoted in the
Post as saying the company did not
intend to allow employees with
such problems to return to "critical-
skillsjobs .. .This man should not
have been back on the bridge after
this treatment."
As would be expected, there has

been enough finger-pointing to go
around as to who was ultimately at
fault in this disaster. According to the
April 7 Globe editorial "Architects of
the Valdez tragedy," parties at fault
included:
• Exxon, for building tankers without
reinforced bottoms, and U.S. officials

who "thwarted congressional inten-
tions that tankers be required to have
double bottoms."
• the Coast Guard, for approving "a
radar system that could not track the
Valdez as it swerved toward Bligh Reef."
• executives of the Alyeska Pipeline
Service Company, "who disbanded a
'round-the-clock emergency oil-spill
Team" and the "Alaska officials who
acquiesced in the Alyeska decision."
• oil-industry officials "who have re-
fused to step up research into oil-spill
technology and have failed to estab-
lish oil-spill response teams."
• "the underlings in the Coast Guard
and at Exxon and Alyeska who failed
to take decisive action in the first hours
after the Valdez went aground."

Regardless of who is to blame, the
accident poses some nettlesome di-
lemmas for companies, such as
whether impaired employees should
be fi red or treated, whether a company
has a right to know an employee's per-
sonal problems without violating con-
fidentiality, and whether the indi-
vidual should be returned to the same
safety-sensitive job after treatment.
Judy Olian, an associate professor of
management at the University of Mary-
land, pointed out in a Washington Post
article that these are questions that
EAPs are designed to resolve. "The
logic of employee assistance programs
is to preserve employment continuity,
save a life, and avoid disruption at
work," Olian stated.
The national media has done a cred-

itable job of poi nti ng out that the key to
successful substance-abuse treatment
is follow-up and monitoring to assure
that adequate job performance is
maintained after treatment. The edito-
rial "Alcohol and The Big Spill,"
which ran in the April 17 edition of
The New York Times pointed out that
"Exxon's follow-up was obviously in-
adequate, and for the company to try
to purge its embarrassment by firing
[Hazelwood) after the accident only
made its lapse more glaring."
The Times article opined that "too

many businesses have firm policies
but inadequate procedures for dealing
with alcohol and drugs ...There are
clear Federal regulations on alcohol
and drug abuse in transportation in-
dustries and clear company policies to
comply. But professionals in the field
observe in all industries a widespread
'corporate denial' that problems don't
exist."
To the creditof thejournalism estab-

lishment, EAPs have emerged with little
discernable damage due to the Valdez
accident. In a different light, the disaster
suggests that a comprehensive EAP—
onegiven the "gatekeeping" responsi-
bility for admission to AVDA treatment
and with systematic follow up—can
prevent calamaties such as Valdez. ❑

MANAGEMENT TRAINING FOR
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

THE
DRYDEN
FILE ~I
O MCMLXXXVIII Motivision, Ltd.

UPDATED WITH NEW FACES,NEW
SETTINGS AND A

24 Minutes

NEW ENDING.

~ ~

Available on 16mm Color Film
and Video Tape (all formats).

Previews $25 U.S. Motivision, Ltd.
Deductible Upon Purchase 2 Beechwood Road
Purchase Price $495 U.S. Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530
Plus Shipping Call(914) 684.0110

ALSO ASK FOR A COURTESY PREVIEW OF
"EAP-AT YOUR SERVICE!"
SELF-REFERRALS. LENGTH:

TO ENCOURAGE
8 MINUTES.
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Thei r Conse uences
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by David G. Evans, Esq.
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This article summarizes the author's
interpretation of recent governmental
activities related to drug testing and
drug-free workplace initiatives. Mr.
Evans represented agroup ofdrug-test-
ing laboratories in the Skinner court
case cited in the article. Another per-
spective will be provided in the July
issue by Margaret Brooks of the Legal
Action Center.

Readers are also advised to be mind-
ful of the distinction between federal
drug-free workplace initiatives—which
include drug testing—and the Drug-
Free Workplace Act, referenced as a
part of those initiatives but which itself
does not address drug testing.

ecent U.S. Supreme Court
cases upholding the drug test-
ing of federal and federally
regulated employees have

broad implications for the EAP field.
By upholding the federal drug testing
programs, the court appears to have
put its stamp of approval on the total
federal drug free workplace effort, which
includes use of EAPs under separate
regulations. The federal effort man-
dates EAPs where no mandate existed
before although, in some cases, the
EAP may be no more than an educa-
tional program. Even so, this presents
an opportunity for the EAP field to use
this opening to expand on these mini-
mum requirements. This article dis-
cusses the Supreme Court cases and
comments on the federal workplace
programs affected by them.

In N.T.E. U. v. Von Raab, 109 S. Ct.
1384 (U.S. March 21, 1989), the Court
considered the constitutionality of the
U.S. Customs Service program requir-
ing drug testing of employees seeking
transfer or promotion to positions hav-
ing adirect involvement in drug inter-
diction, the carrying of firearms, orthe
handling of "classified" material.
The first issue the court addressed

was whether or not drug testing is a
"search," and thus protected by the
Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Con-
stitutionwhich prohibits unreasonable



searches and seizures by the govern-
ment. (Searches imposed by private
employers are not restricted by the
Fourth Amendment.) The Court
reasoned that, "Where the Govern-
ment requires its employees to pro-
duce urine samples to be analyzed for
evidence of illegal drug use, the col-
lectionand subsequentchemical anal-
ysis of such samples are searches that
must meet the reasonableness require-
ment of the Fourth Amendment." The
Fourth Amendment requires that all
searches be reasonable.

Usually the government must have
evidence or a suspicion ofwrongdoing
before a search is considered reasona-
ble. The Court held that the testing in
this case is reasonable without any
suspicion of drug use on the part of an
individual employee. The Court rec-
ognized that the "operational realities
of the workplace" may render entirely
reasonable certain work-related intru-
sions by supervisors and coworkers
that might be viewed as unreasonable
in other contexts.
The Court, recognizing the problem

of drug use in society and the govern-
ment's compelling interest in ensuring
that front-line drug interdiction per-
sonnel have integrity and are fit, held
that the drug testing was legal even
without any prior evidence of drug use
among employees. The Court also recog-
nized the governments compelling in-
terest in ensuring that employees do
not use drugs, even off-duty, for such
use creates risks of bribery and black-
mail.

The Court also held that even
though all but a few of the employees
tested are innocent, the program is still
valid since it is designed to prevent
possible harm caused by the promotion
of drug users as much as it is designed
to detect actual drug use.
The Court also upheld drug testing

in this case because the employer
could not subject employees to the
kind of day-to-day scrutiny that is the
norm in traditional office environments.
The Court was not persuaded by

"The Court recognized
that fhe 'operational

realities of the
workplace' may render
entirely reasonable
certain work-related

intrusions by supervisors
and coworkers that
might be viewed as

unreasonable in other
C011teXt5. ~~

plaintiff's argument that drug testing is
not useful because employees may at-
tempt to deceive the test by a brief ab-
stinence before the test or by adulterat-
ing their urine specimens. The Court
noted that "addicts may be unable to
abstain even for a limited period of
time." In addition, the Court noted no
employee can reasonably expect adul-
teration to succeed, in view of the pre-
cautionstaken by the sample collector
to ensure the integrity of the sample.
The Court upheld the program's pro-

cedures which follow the federal De-
partment of Health and Human Serv-
ices "Mandatory Guidelines for Fed-
eral Workplace Drug Testing Pro-
grams." The other federal workplace
drug testing programs also utilize these
guidelines, which will be discussed
later in this article.
The drug tests used in this case were

an initial Syva EMIT test (enzyme-mul-
tiplied-immunoassay technique) con-
firmed by using gas chromatography/
mass spectrometry (GC/MS). The court
stated that the combination of the Syva
EMIT and GC/MS tests is "highly accu-
rate," assuming proper storage, han-
dling, and measurement techniques.

The Court also decided the case of
Skinner v. R.L.E.A., 109 S. Ct. 1402
(U.S. March 21, 1989). In this case,
the Federal Railroad Administration
(FRA) promulgated regulations requir-

ing railroads to take blood and urine
tests of employees. The purpose of the
program is not to prosecute employees,
but rather "to prevent accidents and
casualties in railroad operations that
result from impairment of employees
by alcohol and drugs."
As i n N. T. E. U. v. Von Raab, the

Court held that drug tests are searches
and the Fourth Amendment is applica-
ble. The Court held that the drug and
alcohol tests mandated or authorized
by the FRA regulations are reasonable
even though there is no requirementof
individual suspicion that any particu-
lar employee may be impaired. The
compelling governmental interests
served by the regulations outweigh
employees' privacy concerns. The
Court held that the Governments in-
terest in regulating the conduct of rail-
road employees engaged in safety-
sensitive tasks justified prohibiting
such employees from using alcohol or
drugs wh i (eon-duty or on cal (for duty.

Prior to drug testing, the railroads
were only able to detect a small
number of incidents of intoxication.
This low detection rate was the result
of relying on observations by super-
visorsand coworkers to spot employees
under the influence.
The Supreme Court noted that a lower

court in the case had held that work-
place drug testing should not be used
because the tests cannot measure cur-
rentdrug intoxication or degree of im-
pairment. The Supreme Court found
this analysis flawed because even if
urine test results disclosed nothing
more specific than the recent use of
drugs by an employer, this information
would provide the basis for an em-
ployer to investigate whether the em-
ployee used drugs in violation of work
rules.

IMPACT OF THE DECISIONS

In assessing the impact of the decisions,
the following can be reasonably con-
cluded:
(1) For government or government
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regulated employees, drug testing is a
search and must be subjected to a
balancing test as to its reasonableness.
Drug testing such employees without
individualized suspicion is legal if
there is an important government need
such as drug interdiction, or the situa-
tion involves law-enforcement posi-
tions where firearms are carried, or
public-safety positions such as trans-
portation.

(2) A general recognition of drug use
in society is sufficient to justify drug
testing.
(3) The Court upheld the HHS guide-

lines on drug testing for federal em-
ployees and those subject to federal
drug testing regulations.
(4) The Court stated that drug testing

is accurate if properly performed.
(5) The cases will encourage drug

testing in the private sector since pri-
vate employers are not as constrained
by constitutional law as are govern-
mentemployers.
By supporting the federal effort for a

drug free workplace these cases have a
broad impact. In order to properly as-
sess the impact, a detailed look at the
major parts of this effort will be helpful.

HHS DRUG TESTING GUIDELINES

The Supreme Court, by upholding the
FRA and U.S. Customs programs, has
upheld the federal Department of
Health and Human Services mandatory
guidelines for federal drug testing pro-
grams which provide for the accuracy
of drug test results, quality control over
laboratory analysis procedures, and
the protection of employee privacy.
The guidelines provide for the pro-

tection of the integrity of the specimen
during collection, the most vulnerable
part of any drug-testing procedure. Di-
rect observation of the specimen dona-
tion is only required when there is
reason to believe an employee will
alter or substitute the specimen. For
other employees, the procedures pro-
videfor asecure col lection site such as
a restroom set aside for this purpose
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and specific collection techniques.
Strict chain-of-custody procedures are
to be fol lowed from col lection to trans-
portation to the laboratory. The guide-
lines also provide that laboratory per-
sonnel must be properly qualified.
The guidelines provide fora two-

step laboratory analysis—aninitial im-
munoassay to screen the specimen,
and then a confirmation by GC/MS of
those specimens which test positive on
the initial screen.

All confirmed positive tests must
then be reviewed by a medical review
officer (MRO). The role of the MRO is
to review and interpret confirmed
positives to determine if there could be
an alternative medical reason for the
test result before the results are re-
ported to the employer.
The guidelines provide for laboratory

certification procedures such as blind
testing, extensive criteria for evaluat-
ing alaboratory's facilities and profes-
sional staff, and for quality control.

THE DRUG-FREE
WORKPLACE ACT

The law, effective March 1989, covers
every federal contractfor procurement
of property or services of $25,000 or
more and every federal grant irrespec-
tive of amount. Any organization with
such a federal contract or grant must
publish a notice to employees that the
unlawful manufacture, distribution,
dispensation, possession, or use of an
illegal drug is prohibited in the work-
placeand the actions that wil I be taken

against employees for violations of the
policy. In addition, they must provide
a drug-free awareness program to in-
form employees about the dangers of
drug abuse in the workplace and the
organization's policy of maintaining a
drug-free workplace. The organiza-
tion must also inform employees about
any drug counseling, rehabilitation
and employee assistance programs
available and the penalties that maybe
imposed upon employees for drug
abuse violations.

Each organization covered by the
Act shall notify employees that as a
condition of employment, the employee
must abide by the terms of the drug-
free workplace policy statement and
notify the federal agency of any criminal
drug statute conviction for a violation
occurring in the workplace within five
days after such conviction. The em-
ployer must, within 30 days after re-
ceiving notice of such a drug convic-
tion, take appropriate personnel action
against the employer, or require his
satisfactory participation in a" drug
abuse rehabilitation program.

Violations of the Act may result in
the suspension of payments, termina-
tion of the federal grant or contract, or
debarment from contracts or grants. It
should be noted that fhe Drug-Free
Workplace Act does not address or in
any way mandate drug testing.

FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION

The federal Department of Transporta-
tion (DOT), in November 1988, issued
rules for transportation workplace
drug testing. The individual agencies
affected by the rules are the Federal
Aviation Administration, the Coast
Guard programs for drug and alcohol
testing of commercial vessel programs,
the Research and Special Programs
Administration control of drug use in
natural gas, liquefied natural gas and
hazardous liquid pipeline operations,
the Federal Railroad Administration,
the Federal Highway Administration,



and the Federal Urban Mass Transpor-
tation Administration control of drug
use in mass transportation operations.
This amounts to over four million em-
ployees nationally.
The general testing requirements are

limited to employees in sensitive jobs,
as defined by each agency, to preem-
ploymentdrug testing of applicants for
sensitive jobs, to periodic drug testing
for employees in sensitive positions re-
quiring medical certification, and to
random drug testing of employees in
sensitive jobs at an annual rate of not
less than 50%. The rules also provide
for post-accident drug testing where
an employee could be a contribution
cause of the accident and post-incident
drug testing without requiring prior
evidence of causation. Reasonable
suspicion testing is also provided for.
In addition, there is random drug test-
ingfor up tofive years of employees re-
turning to duty in sensitive jobs after
being determined to have used pro-
hibiteddrugs.
The rules also require an employee

assistance program which at least has
the following components: education,
display and distribution of informa-
tion, a hot-line telephone number for
employee assistance, and notice of the
employer's policy regarding work-
place drug use. Training for super-
visors is also required on the effects
and consequences of drug use on
health, safety, and the workplace, and
the signs that may indicate drug abuse
by employees. EAPs can be set up in-
house, or through contract or consor-
tium, or through local community
services or other means.
Employees who test positive will be

removed from safety or security-re-
lated functions. Such employees can
be reinstated after rehabilitation, with
the approval of a medical officer, and
would be subject to follow-up testing.
While the rulesdo not require rehabili-
tation for those who test positive, DOT
encourages employers to offer EAPs or
other opportunities for rehabilitation.

DoD INTERIM RULE

This rule became effective on solicita-
tionsand resulting contracts issued on
or after October 31, 1988. It covers al
contracts involving access to classified
information, and/or where the con-
tracting officer determines it is neces-
sary inthe interest of national security,
health or safety.
The rule requires that employee as-

sistance programs must be established
to include employee education, coun-
seling and rehabilitation. Supervisors
must be trained to assist in identifying
and addressing illegal drug use by em-
ployees. There must be procedures for
employee self and supervisory refer-
rals for treatment with protection for
confidentiality when consistent with
safety and security concerns.
The employer may also establish a

program for drug testing of job appli-
cants. Employees may be tested when
there is a reasonable suspicion that an
employee uses illegal drugs, or an em-
ployee has been involved in an acci-
dent or unsafe practice, or to provide
treatment monitoring, or as part of a
vol untary employee d rug testi ng program.

CONCLUSION

The federal drug-free workplace pro-
grams recognize the role of employee
rehabilitation and the value of EAPs,
even if the effort in support of EAPs
does not always go as far as we would
like. The door has been opened and
there is every expectation that the role
of EAPs will expand if the EAP field ac-
cepts this opportunity to educate em-
ployers onwhy EAPs are good for busi-
ness and how EAPs protect the work
force from drug abuse. ❑

Powe l t~eat~nent...
in ease l lacesp p

When it comes to effective chemical
dependence treatment, come to one of
the Mediplex facilities -for powerful
rehabilitation programs, in peaceful
environments.

We offer residential, 12-Step orien-
ted rehabilitation programs for alcohol
and drug dependent men, women, and
adolescents... effectively delivered by
interdisciplinary treatment teams of
competent, caring professionals.., in
attractive, serene. surroundings which
are peaceful.

We invite you to visit any of our
facilities, and experience our treatment
philosophy firsthand. Feel free to visit
any facility for more information or to
arrange a tour.

Our facilites include:

ARMS ACRES*
Carmel, NY
(914) 225-3400
CEDAR WDGE
Shawnee, KS
(913)631-1900
CLEAR POINTE
Lake Ozark, MO
((314) 365-2111
CONIFER PARK*
Scotia, NY
(518)399-6446
MOUNTAIN WOOD
Charlottesville, VA
(804)971-8245
SPOFFORD HALL
Spofford, NH
(603)363-4545

The Mediplex Group, Inc.
Alcohol and Substance Abuse Division
15 Walnut Street, Wellesley, MA 02181
(617) 446-6900 *Me<tiplex managed facilities. Not all programs offered at all facilities.
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by Rudy M. Yandrick, editor
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wenty-five years ago, a dichot-
omy existed between the busi-
nessworld and society at large.
The peace counterculture and

military-industrial complex were per-
sistently at odds. Drug use was con-
fined mostly to college campuses,
where LSD and other psychedelic drugs
were popular. EAPs were not present
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then; they were occupational alcohol-
ism programs, which reflected the fact
that alcohol was the only acceptable
drug of choice among working people.
"Today, business and society are

more closely wedded," says Michael
P. Eriksen, Sc.D., formerlythedirector
of preventive medicine and health
education at Pacific Bell, who now is

the director of the Behavioral Research
Program, Department of Cancer Pre-
vention, at M.D. Anderson Cancer
Center. "We are now seeing the cor-
porate world compensate for defici-
ences in societal systems, in part be-
cause government has defaulted those
responsibilities. Two good examples
are being seen through remedial educa-
tion or training programs and responses
to family problems such as care for
children and the elderly," he says.

This article will look at some prob-
lems that society is coping with today
that manifest as worker problems and
have implications for EAP professionals.

DRUGS

Current initiatives to curb drug abuse
include both stemming the supply and
eliminating the demand. It is prudent
for EAPs, in their efforts to help stem
the demand, to stay current on how
drug use patterns are changing. The
Community Epidemiology Work Group
(CEWG), composed of drug researchers
representing 20 localities, provides
periodic data on use patterns through-
out the United States. Their findings
are based largely on emergency room
(ER) data. CEWG, which meets semi-
annually in cooperation with the Na-
tional Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA),
held its most recent meeting in De-
cember 1988. Its proceedings were
published in Epidemiologic Trends in
Drug Abuse: Proceedings December
1988. Some of the most noteworthy
drug trends were these:
• "Increases in cocaine-related
deaths are reported by Minneapolis,
New Orleans, Philadelphia, Washing-
ton, D.C., and most western cities (ex-
cept for San Diego), while New York
and Detroit report declines ...Crack
and user-prepared freebase cocaine
abuse is reported by an increasing
number of treatment clients through-
out most cities."
• "Heroin-related deaths have in-
creased in the northeastern cities, while
western cities report declines or stable
trends. Washington, D.C. reports in-
creased deaths due to heroin/cocaine
combinations."
• "Seven cities report increases of
over 100% in marijuana ER mentions—
Buffalo, Miami, Newark, Phoenix, St.
Louis, Seattle, and Washington, D.C.
...the data show that episodes in-
volving marijuana mentioned in com-
bination with one or more other drugs



increased sharply between 1986 and
1987.,,
• "San Diego exceeds other cities by
far in the number of stimulant (am-
phetamines, methamphetamines, and
speed) ER mentions. Such mentions
have increased by over 80%."
The data portray a drug culture that

is in transition, with substances that
typically gain a foothold locally and
spread nationally. In San Diego, meth-
amphetamine, apotent, homemade
stimulant, is now rampant. IYs cheap
and easily made in a home laboratory.
Says Susan Curtin, EAP administrator
for the City of San Diego, "The drug is
so strong that early identification of
workers developing an addiction is
much more difficult. Unfortunately,
this is resulting in recovery rates that
are much lower than some of the more
traditional drugs, such as marijuana
and alcohol. The EAP community here
has also found that treatment is not yet
ready to handle some of these cases."
Why? "The addiction process for

many of the new drugs is condensed
into a much shorter period," says Dan
Molloy, director of the Pension & Wel-
fare Plan of the National Maritime
Union in New York City. "With some
forms of cocaine, the transition from
loss of control to withdrawal symptoms
to loss of family to the sense of.being
hooked can be almost instantaneous.
Instead of a predictable, steady de-
cl i ne, people don't have a chance for it
to sink in that their lives are out of
control."

According to Nicholas Kozel, of
NIDA's Division of Epidemiology and
Statistical Analysis, "Most people still
don't understand the complexity of
these drug addictions. They are pre-
senting new medical mysteries. People
tend to lump drug abuse into one cate-
gory, but the 14-year-old using mari-
juana should not be handled like the
adult who has used heroin for 25 years.

"In the case of cocaine, in the mid-
70s, many people did not consider it to
be harmful. Early research did not
identify addiction being associated

Society in transition brings
new problems through the EAP door

with it. When the problem finally
exploded and a whole gamut of health
and social consequences were disco-
vered, people wanted answers right
away. Treatment researchers have
been working frenetically trying to
come up with new methodologies.
Unfortunately, the passage of time has
to occur before you can determine a
treatment strategy's success or_failure."

Curtin says that city employees in
San Diego who beat the methamphe-
tamine habit typically are those who
"sign a 'Conditions of Continued Em-
ployment' agreement, which provides
employees with a last chance at keep-
ing their jobs. They get really con-
nected with a 12-step treatment pro-
gram. The job-performance referral
doesn't adequately bring the message
home. Those who are saved respond
to the leverage provided by the threat
of dismissal."
Two challenges are being presented

by highly addictive drugs such as these.
For EAP professionals, more diligent
attempts at making early identification
are necessary. For treatment providers,
new or drastically modified methodol-
ogies appear to be necessary to mini-
mize the probability of relapse. The
latter may also help to turn the heads of
some insurance companies which
may be contemplating curtailment of
some chemical dependency treatment
coverage due the expense of treatment
and high rate of relapse.

GANGS AND CULTS

A common delivery system fordrugs in
urban areas is gangs..Employers in vir-
tuallyany urban area in the country are
at-risk for gang-instigated employee
drug abuse. The foremost concern for
employers is the dealing of drugs on or
near the work site—drugs bought by
employees en-route to work or during
breaks.
Deputy Chief Glenn Levant of the Los

Angeles Police Department estimates
that there are between 50,000 and
75,000 gang members in metropolitan
Los Angeles alone. "There is arat-pack

mentality among the young men in
gangs," he says. "For the most part,
they are criminally disposed and are
successful because of the drug supply-
and-demand situation. They're out to
make a profit, not to strike out against
society for any reason. I've yet to find
any of them who are employed in legiti-
matejobs, but if you've got a business,
they're going to be around."

Levant notes that no uniform method
currently exists for counting gang ac-
tivity nationally, but having extensively
traveled to numerous metropolitan
areas over the last 20 years, he says
that gangs are prevalent in most cities.
A company's best defense, he be-

lieves, is a strong antidrug policy to
deter employees from being an acces-
sory to gang activity. "In union negoti-
ations, many companies don't consider
the drug policy when they're negotiat-
ing. It should probably be a part of the
collective-bargaining process. I am
appalled at the number of companies
that have not addressed this. I have
found that labor is well aware of the
problem and wants a policy that pro-
tects the workers."

In addition to gangs, another group
outside of mainstream society is cults.
The recent cult incident in Matamoros,
on the U.S.-Mexico, has heightened
the awareness of cults in the U.S.
"There has been a dramatic increase in
cult activity," says Detective Patrick
Metoyer, Watch Commander and De-
tective Supervisor in charge of the
Criminal Conspiracy Section of the
LAPD. "It is no longer a clandestine
activity." Like gangs, there is no uni-
form method of quantifying the extent
of occult activity, since cult activities
often come to the attention of police
through the different specialties within
a department, like homicide, child
abuse and explosives.

Generally, a cult is a group of indi-
viduals that follows a leader whose
guiding doctrine conflicts with normal
religious practices. "It appears that
cults are aside-effect of society that
has large numbers of dual-career and
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//Whenever one talks about a
developing new issue or

concern in modern life, one im-
mediately must look at the popula-
tion being affected in order to
analyze the impact on the work-
place. Or, to take it a step further,
one must analyze the parts of the
workplace that are most affected.

For example, drug researchers
are nowsayingthatcocaine isgoing
out of style with the middle and
upper-middle class portions of our
society. Also, cocaine in the form of
crack is becoming, for the most
part, a lower socioeconomic
phenomenon. Interpreting this,
over the next couple of years EAPs
can expect to see fewer and fewer
professionals and so-called "yup-
pies" presenting with cocaine prob-
lems.

Similarly, (ookingatAlDS, the in-
itial impact and why it has so quick-
ly materialized as a workplace
problem, the initial people im-
pacted were gay men, of whom a
high proportion were successful

single-parent families," explains Det.
Metoyer. "Children are receiving a
lack of direction from home and many
of the traditional parenting responsi-
bilities are passed on to other societal
institutions." He says the profile of the
average cult member is that of a young
person (12-24 years of age), male or
female, Caucasian, upper middle class,
higher-than-average IQ, an isolationist
and with low self-esteem. Cultists tend
to use drugs and listen repetitively to
heavy metal music. Cultists are usually
divorced from any past life they had
known.

Det. Metoyer says that psychologists
with an orientation to the mind-con-
trol techniques of the occult are best
equipped to treating a person who is
being rescued from a cult. The cult
may be secondary to a problem like
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professionals. Hence, almost im-
mediatelywork organizations were
dealing with people who were sig-
nificant contributors to their work
organizations. As AIDS in the gay
population is brought more under
control and the disease shifts to the
addict and prostitute populations—
which are not heavily represented
in the worker population—one
might expect an interim period
where fewer cases appear in the
workplace. If, in its evolution AIDS
spreads to, say, middle-class heter-
osexual couples, the occurrence of
AIDS in the workplace will proba-
blyincrease dramatically.
From another perspective, some-

times we view a problem as new or
dramatically increased when it, in
fact, is not new or dramatically dif-
ferent. It is merely—to some ex-
tent—destigmatized. Beginning the
process of destigmatization of a vol-
atile issue, like family violence,
causes its many victims to begin to
come out of the closet and self-
identify. They've always been there
—researchers have known it for dec-
ades—but we are just beginning to
develop a more accurate estimate
of the size of the problem. As the
size of any societal problem is accu-
rately tagged as enlarging, then it
will occur in greater frequency in
the workplace."

drug dependency or sexual promis-
cuity, where the treatment is needed,
he notes.
The cults are spread among urban

and rural settings and appear in some
unseeming locations. Like Lansing,
Michigan, for instance. "People are
coming to the EAP seeking help in
breaking away from cults," says )o
Hall, of CARES EAP in Lansing. "We
have also seen some parents come in
to ask for help with their children.

"In Lansing, there are not any com-
munity resources to handle this par-
ticularproblem, so we have been han-
d~ng them in-house. Our therapists
are letting them know that they are tak-
ing safety precautions for their own
well-being."

ACQUIRED IMMUNE
DEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS)

Hospitals in Newark, New Jersey are
reportedly having difficulty recruiting
doctors, residents and nurses due to
the large numbers of AIDS patients
being treated there. In the Bronx, New
York, it has been projected that by
1992, 4.5% of all hospital beds will be
filled by patients afflicted with AIDS or
HIV (human immunodeficiency virus)
i I I nesses.
As society is fed new statistics daily

on the incidence of AIDS—staggering
as they are—there is a real danger that
we are being numbed as to the extent
of the spread. In the 16-month
span frorri January 1988 through April
1989, 43, 827 persons were confirmed
as having AIDS, bringing the cumula-
tive total to 94, 280. I n the year 1991, it
is estimated there will be 74,000 new
cases, at a cost to employers of $55 bi (-
lion, asum roughly equivalent to the
1986 aggregate profits of the Fortune
100 corporations.
"With no vaccine available in the

foreseeable future and no effective
chemotherapy to cure the disease, the
implications are severe when you con-
siderthat there may be one to two mil-
lion people infected in the U.S.," says
John Bunker, Sc. D., director of special
health initiatives forThe Circle, Inc., a
management consulting firm in Mc-
Lean, Virginia.

Since THEALMACAN's prior cover-
age on AIDS in September 1987—for
which Dr. Bunker coauthored the lead
article—new information is available,
including the following.
• The Allstate report A1DS: Corporate
America Responds states: "All federal
and state courts and state agencies
which have considered the question
have held that AI DS is a handicap enti-
tled to protection by the various fed-
eral and state laws prohibiting dis-
crimination against handicapped
individuals."
• The states with the highest preva-
lence of individuals with AIDS among
their populations are New York, New
Jersey, California, Texas and Florida.
• While a disproportionately large
number of the Ai DS cases to date have
originated in metropolitan areas, data
suggest that the 1990s will see a larger
proportion of cases originating in sec-
ond-tier cities.
• The percentage of homosexual and
bisexual men with AIDS as a propor-
tion of all AIDS cases is decreasing.
• The percentages of blacks and his-
panics with AIDS in proportion to all



AIDS cases are increasing.
• AIDS is not an epidemic, iYs a pan-
demic—one which is proliferating
throughout the entire world. The World
Health Organization claims that 136
countries have reported AIDS cases.
"The issue for the 1990s won't be

AIDS, per se, but HIV-related illness,"
says Dr. Bunker. "Some people with
the HIV infection may remain well for
an extended period of time while hav-
ing no apparent symptoms, but any-
one infected by HIV is still able to in-
fect others. Most people will be alive
with the illness because of new treat-
ments, such as AZT (or zidovudine,
which is marketed as Retrovir). AZT
shows the most promise for the im-
mediatefuture. It is not a cure, but can
prolong life, and costs $8,000-$12,000
per year per patient."
The challenge to EAPs in the next

decade wi I) be how to manage the de-
clining health of employees with HIV-
related .illnesses—the last stage of
which is AIDS—while the demands of
an individual's job remain fairly con-
sistent. "EAPprofessionalswill needto
be prepared to deal with grief, death
and dying. These issues will have a tre-
mendous impacton individuals, espe-
cially when you consider that most of
the people with AIDS are young people
under the age of 40," Dr. Bunker says.
Two related issues for employers

will be maintaining adequate insur-
ance coverage and managing the costs
of clinical treatment. Case manage-
ment strategies such as hospice and
home health care, and reimbursement
for experimental drug use, are matters
that may rest at the EAP's doorstep.

FAMILY VIOLENCE

Family violence is a perplexing, inter-
generational problem for those whom
it touches and is defined as any phys-
ical harm inflicted by one member of a
fami ly on another member of the same
family. It might include violent acts
perpetrated against one's spouse, off-
spring or significant others by batter-
ing, sexual abuse, or other forms of

violence. Some commonly cited fig-
ures on the incidence of family vio-
lence are these: 1.6 million women
are battered each year, and assaults on
all family members, including chil-

dren and elders, total 16 million. De-
spitethe large number of reported inci-
dents, the proportion of incidents in
the general population has actually
been stable over the last 10 years.
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Paul Maiden
"Perpetrators ofspousal abuse most often seek help for a wide
range of personal problems... without ever volunteering
information about the battering. "

"What has happened in the 1980s is
a greater awareness and knowledge by
the populace that domestic violence is
not just a family matter," says Ashley
Walker Hooper, director of the San
Diego Battered Women's Services.
"For instance spousal abuse is not a
private matter between a man and a
woman, wh ich for years was the popu-
lar notion. Like alcoholism, it does
tend to be an isolated problem, but
battered women have come to under-
stand that they are not alone."

In the 1960s, and partway through
the 1970s, most battered women had
no place to go for refuge. However,
services such as the Battered Women's
Services have sprung up in communi-
ties throughout the United States;
there are 12 in Los Angeles alone.
Walker Hooper believes the work-

place can become more adept at iden-
tifying many domestic violence cases.
"Contrary to what people tend to
think, oftentimes battered women do
work. When women come in to the
Service, we often make forays back to
the workplace. We try to set up a sys-
tem so that when these spousal abuse
cases come up, employers have a
sense of what to do. We have hosted
workshops for EAP counselors in order
to help make transfers of individuals to
the service, and have had quite a
number of EAP directors meet with
us," she explains.
R. Paul Maiden, chair of the EAP

specialization at the Jane Addams
Sch~ol of Social Work at the Univ. of
Illinois at Chicago and vice president
of Creative Care Management, a
Chicago-based managed mental health
care firm, notes that spousal abuse is
typically an underlying, nonpresenting
problem. "Perpetrators of spousal abuse
most often seek help for a wide range
of personal problems, such as nervous-
ness, depression, marital separation or
conflict and substance abuse, without
ever volunteering information about
the battering," he says.

Maiden is working with William R.
Schleicher, a regional EAP manager
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for AT&T, on a two-part study being
funded by the Illinois Chapter of AL-
MACA entitled "Assessing Family Vio-
lence in EAPs." Says Maiden, "We
have done archival research on
AT&T's EAP clientele to look at risk
factors. We found a high number of
clients who may have been at risk for
family violence but went unrecog-
nized." He says the second part of the
project will include the development
of a family violence screening instru-
ment, for use during intake interviews.
Ultimately, the Illinois Chapter plans
to release a guidebook for EAPs in
properly addressing family violence
problems.
One of the most intriguing aspects of

family violence is its correlation with
drug and alcohol abuse. It is estimated
that the incidence of alcohol abuse in
families experiencing violence is as
high as 80%. The exact relationship
between the two is unclear, however,
as there are no data to prove that al-
cohol abuse causes domestic vio-
lence. Onthe other hand, studies have
found that the two problems interact,
each compounding the effect of the
other. Researchers seem to agree that
more studies need to be done to quan-
tify the relationship between family
violence and drug and alcohol abuse.
There have been a few, scattered at-

tempts to address the domestic violence
problem in the legal system and work-
place. Most notably, a large, commu-
nity-wide system has been organized
in Minneapolis, Minnesota by Re-
sponses to End Child Abuse, Inc., to
help interrupt the cycle of family vio-
lence. Among the participants are cor-
porations, judges, attorneys, child
protection workers and insurers. The
elements of the plan include: preven-
tive education and support programs
by employers; EAP assessment-and-
referral and case-management train-
ing; providing treatment coverage for
problems such as marriage counseling
coverage for violence cases; and train-
ing seminars for lawyers, EAP coun-
selors, treatment providers, police and

child protection workers.
Integrated approaches such as this,

speculates Maiden, could make work
organizations more "amenable" to
working toward more solutions.

ILLITERACY

There has been a steady flow of immi-
grants into the U.S. from the south,
through Texas, Florida and California.
In Texas, an estimated one-third of all
employees are functionally illiterate,
either because of inadequate school-
ing or because English is a secondary
language which can be spoken but not
written.

According to Terry Cowan, executive
director for the Workers Assistance
Program of Texas, an EAP based in
Austin, "Literacy skills here are not
high enough to meet the demands of
today's workplace. Corporate leader-
ship is aware of this issue, because
jobs requiring literacy skills are on the
increase. We began hearing of more
cases of employees being denied pro-
motion because they could not meet
the basic literacy requirement. At a
very tangible level, illiteracy does be-
come aperformance issue, but one
that is not solved by any form of treat-
ment or short-term counseling."
Cowan's program began to look for

solutions last year and found one. This
January, it started a Literacy Assistance
Services Division, which includes a
learning center in Austin that is staffed
mostly by state AFL-CIO and commu-
nity college personnel. It presently of-
fersevening classes to give workers the
chance to develop basic adult literacy
skills and earn their graduate equiva-
lent diploma (GED). "We are not
charging our company clients at this
pointfortheservices, but we're willing
to take the risk because we see the
need," he says.

THE WORKPLACE AS A ROOT
OF SOCIETAL PROBLEMS

The movie Wall Street epitomized a
problem that business can pose for so-
ciety. One scene was of agroup of dis-



Gunter David, MFT
"There is a direct correlation between how a
company handles situations that may result in
layoffs and how affected workers will respond. "

gruntled workers who had lost their
jobs confronting the power broker
who bought and then sold their com-
pany, which subsequently went out of
business. From 1980-85, the esti-
mated number of mergers and acquisi-
tions increased from 1,000 to more
than 3,100 annually. The annual rate,
with little doubt, has continued to rise.
"When employees feel that their

company has kicked the rug out from
under them, the action understand-
ably manifests in anger," explains
Gunter David, MFT, the EAP adminis-
trator for McNeil Pharmaceutical in
Spring House, Pennsylvania. "How-
ever, there is a direct correlation be-
tween how a company handles situa-
tionsthat may result in layoffs and how
affected workers will respond."

David has experienced layoffs from
both the perspectives of employee and
counselor. He worked from 1957-
1982 as a writer and reporter for four
major east-coast newspapers. His
newspaper career ended at The Evening
Bulletin in Philadelphia, PA when, be-
cause of the national decline of the
evening newspaper industry, more
than 2,000 people lost their jobs when
the Bulletin folded in 1982. Afterward,
he earned a master degree in family
therapy and has worked in the mental
health field since 1984.

"I've seen the extremes of how com-
panies handle layoffs and closings.
The best companies act responsibly to
keep employees notified daily on the
circumstances that could instigate a
closing, offer a decent financial pack-
age, and provide counseling and out-
placement services. They commonly
do things such as make announce-
ments over the PA system, place
notices in the house organ and on the
bulletin boards, and conduct evening
outplacement programs, with ameni-
ties such as cold cuts and beverages
available. On the other hand, I know
of situations in which employees re-
ported to work on Monday only to find
the plant gates locked."

EAPs can be vital in the transition

`'

that occurs with a company's down-
sizing. The box on page 28 provides a
seven-part counseling approach.

CHANGES TO COME

From all indications, society will
change in ways that will have unfore-
seen consequences for EAPs. American
Demographics magazine, for instance,
projected that in the year 2010, 38%

..... n t~ e 'o .0
Few businesses can afford to lose an employee for
addiction treatment that lasts a month or more.
Philadelphia Psychiatric Center's CAREERTM program
solves that problem.
CAREER is a true partial hospitalization program. Your

employee will undergo two weeks of intensive 12-hour
treatment days. Several more weeks of concentrated
outpatient treatment follow—up to five evenings a week.
And, a special treatment feature lets your employee

attend evening therapy sessions anytime he or she needs
extra support. For a full year. At no cost.
The bottom line? CAREER works. Our patient recovery

rate compares with programs that require hospitalization
for much longer.
And the cost of CAREER is substantially lower. Other

CAREER benefits include quick admissions, customized
billing, and Blue Cross approval.
For more than 50 years, we've helped return people

to normal, productive lives. CAREER continues that
tradition.
CAREER is good for your employees. And for your

business. For more information, call 1-215-473-8000.

PHILADEL('HIA ̀ ~`
PSYCHIATRIC

CENTER ̀

A subsidiary of Albert Einstein,
genius in healthcare.
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St. Anthony's Medical Center

Hyland Center • St. Anthony's Psychiatric Center •
Hyland Adolescent Center

Specialists in Chemical Dependency
and Psychiatric Tlreatment

Hyland Center ...
The 83-bed inpatient/outpatient facility provides effective alcoholism/
chemical dependency treatment for adults. Specialized services
include relapse, cocaine and impaired medical/health professionals
treatment programs. Call 314/525-7200.

St. Anthony's Psychiatric Center ...
As the area's leader in private psychiatric treatment, the 152-bed
inpatient/outpatient facility has seven separate, specialized units:
Stress, Senior Stress, Pediatrics, Eating Disorders, Dual Diagnosis,
Intermediate and Intensive Care: Call 314/525-1800.

Hyland Adolescent Center ...
Designed specifically to treat adolescents with chemical dependency
and psychiatric disorders, the 60-bed Adolescent Center provides
four units: Chemical Dependency, Psychiatric, Evaluation and Dual
Diagnosis. Call 314/525-3400.

You have an option when you call St. Anthony's Medical Center.
We offer inpatient, partial hospitalization, and day and evening

outpatient treatment programs.

St. Anthony's Medical Center
10010 Kennerly Road • St. Louis, Missouri 63128

An EAP approach to counseling during
layoffs and plant closings

enter David, EAP administrator for McNeil Phar-
maceuticals in Spring House, Pennsylvania, his
worked with several employers, including

McNeil, on counseling d~n-ing periods of wholesale
layoffs or termin~~tions. f-lore are seve~~ functions that he
recommends for an EAP.

1) °Survival workshops" for persons being terminated, as
well as family members. "Unemt~loyment is ~ family af-
fair, and all affected individuzls in (he family system need
to be helped through the termin~t~ion. In one evening
workshop ghat I held, peoE~le who had already been I~icl
off came knack for this assistance."

2) Individual counseling for employees. "I worl<ecl for a
comE~any in which management provided as much as two
years of advance ~~otice E~rior to the closing, altihough part
of it was due Io postponing the closing date. We provided
both psychological and career counseling. The advantage
of performing psychological counseling was that many of
these peoE~le had lost their insurance coverage and could
not have been ahle to ~ayfor any counseling after a referral."

3) Lobbying for mai~~gement sup~~ort. "Some mana5e-
ments prefer to sweep the issue of downsizing under the
rug. It is the EAP's job to tactfully find a way of keeping it
on their plate."
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of Americans under age 18 will belong
to minority groups.
Accord i ng to the book The Future of

Work and Health, which was yielded
from a project sponsored by the U.S.
Office of Disease Prevention and
Health Promotion and the National In-
stitute for Occupational Safety and
Health, the workplace will change in
coming years due to factors including:
• continued decentralization of com-
panies.
• continued shift toward an informa-
tional economy.
• changing values of workers that em-
phasize intrinsic rewards such as self-
improvementand ahappy family life.
• fewer middle-management jobs.
• more health risks due to exposure to
toxins.
What can we expect from employers?

Dr. Michael Eriksen concludes: "I look
for more enlightened self-interest that
we can expect from companies in the
future. EAPs, themselves a tool of
today's progressive companies, should
be able to push their root systems deeper
into work organizations." ❑

4) Management consultant on the einotion~l ramifica-
tions of the layoffs. "Management needs to understand
the ramifications for both employees who are losing (heir
jobs and those who survive the cutbacks. Management
should be briefed on the e~i~otional reactions that can be
expected, end how they can be buffered. Tell manage-
ment: ,The employeES wil I be terrified when they gel il~e
news'.'

5) Supervisory training on how to f_~reak the news of ter-
mination to employees. "Supervisors need to be able [o
handle their feelings, too. An hour-long training session
to prepare them for the emotional stress will male the
situation more tolerable for manager and employee."

6) Group counseling for managers and other workers,
such as personnel departmEnt employees, directly in-
volved in the downsizing and outC~lacement. "Personnel
people often must deckle who stays and who goes. This is
a situation that may require grief work. It's a group loss."

7) "Sui~viv~l workshops" for employees not k~eing termi-
nated. "For the people retained by the company, theirs is
an empCy reward. A high percentage of them will experi-
ence survival guilt and not know how to relate to those
who are le~vin~."

_____ -~,



PROFESSIONAL HELP FOR DRUG

AND ALCOHOL ABUSE

The Valley's only licensed Chemical Dependency Recovery Hospital (CDRH),
offering personal, professional medical and psychological care for all

types of drug and alcohol problems. Strictest confidentiality.
No charge for initial consultation and evaluation.

Addiction and abuse treatment for
alcohol, cocaine, PCP, barbiturates,

prescription medication.

Inpatient programs for detoxification and
addiction recovery under physician

care in a modern, private,
serene setting.

Structured Outpatient Programs for
those in the early stages

of their disease.

Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACA)
support groups and counseling.

Family Co-Dependency Program for those
affected by relationships with. chem-
ically dependent people, including
short-term structured treatment

and individual, family, and
couples counseling.

Addiction/Pain Treatment. Special
program for people suffering from
chronic pain and addiction to

pain medication.

Long Term Follow-Up Support.

Knowledgeable, compassionate staff.

I f you or someone you love is in trouble with drugs or
alcohol, call for help now. Recovery is Possible.

Treatment is covered by most major insurance plans.

'~~

Chemical Dependency Institute of Northern California

24 Hours A Day.
(800) 422-1845 (408) 559-1845

Real Help. Right Now.

NWY 200

Inpatient: ~: v~
r InOallenl

3333 South Bascom 3333 S. Bascom

SNELLEY AVE.venue =—~

ONyallenl
3426 5. Bascom

LAflN AVE. R

E
ONE ~FS $ ST RSA
P~M~ON~, C~NTE

THE _/
1/ *The 100 Best

Treatment Centers
For Alcoholism And

Dru Abuse
(Avon Kooks,

464 Pages,

Outpatient: X10.95)

3425 South Bascom
Avenue
Campbell, California
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T e Ro e o t e EAP Counse or
as a Deterrent

to Sexua Harassment

mployee assistance program
counselors are often the first,
and sometimes only, persons to
whom the victim of sexual

harassment will confide in. In orderfor
sexual harassment victims to be as-
sured that the EAP is an "open door"
that they can confidently self-refer to,
EAP counselors should be competent
to recognize sexual harassment cases
and know the options available for
victims.
The first step is to define sexual

harassment. According to guidelines
adopted by the federal Equal Employ-
mentOpportunity Commission (EEOC),
sexual harassment is "unwelcome
sexual advances, requests for sexual
favors, and other verbal or physical
conduct of a sexual nature." These ac-
tions interfere with a person's work
performance or create a hostile work
environment. This unwelcome be-
havior may range from sexual innuen-
dos made at inappropriate times to
coerced sexual relations. Sexual
harassment includes, but is not limited
to, verbal humiliation and abuse, in-
decentsuggestions, touching, and rape.

Research and statistics indicate that
sexual harassment in the workplace is
widespread. "Estimates of the percen-
tage of working women who have
been harassed on the job range from
10% to upwards of 50%, with the pre-
ponderance of studies coming down
around 20% to 30%.' In 1981, the
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by Melinda Eskin

Federal Merit Systems Protection
Board (FMSPB) found that 42% of
female federal employees whom it sur-
veyed reported being sexually harassed.

EMPLOYER INVOLVEMENT IN
SEXUAL HARASSMENT CASES

There are several reasons why com-
panies should be capable of respond-
ing to sexual harassment issues. First,
court decisions and EEOC guidelines
give employers the responsibility for
preventing sexual harassment in the
workplace (see box on page 31). Sec-
ond, sexual harassment often causes
tension among employees in the work-
place, thus creating a negative and
less-productive work environment.
Third, the effects of sexual harassment
can be very expensive for companies.
FMSPB estimates that between 1978
and 1980, sexual harassment cost the
federal government $189 million in
costs related to sick leave for work
missed by employees trying to avoid
sexual harassment, job replacements,
medical insurance claims, and re-
duced worker productivity. Another
cost to the employer is defending
against lawsuits filed by employees
claiming to have been sexual haras-
sed.2 Finally, sexual harassment, and
subsequent liability exposures, is pre-
ventable by employers that become
actively involved in tryingtoeliminate
it from the workplace.

An employer response to sexual
harassment on work premises should
be coordinated with available EAP
services in the formulation of policy.
The policy should be well-publicized,
spell out what constitutes harassment
and state that such behavior is ex-
pressly prohibited. The policy should
offer protection against retaliation by
harassers against their victims, giveas-
surances of confidentiality, and define
the consequences to those found to be
harassers. The employer must have a
mechanism (newsletter, training ses-
sion, videotape, etc.) for disseminat-
ing information about sexual harass-
ment to the work force. EAP coun-
selors, along with human resource
personnel, can be instrumental in
helping the employer develop and
write a policy.
As part of employer policy, there are

many kinds ofgrievance procedures. It
is advisable that a procedure designate
particular individuals at the work site to
receive complaints, due to the confi-
dential nature of the complaint. The
grievance procedure can be made
under a union's collective-bargaining
agreement and/or the employer's for-
mal equal employment opportunity
program. The procedure should
specify how the company will investi-
gateand resolve complaints.

After the policy is in place, the em-
ployer needs to promote it through
awareness programs, newsletters and



other measures. Since many employ-
ees are naturally reluctant to file for-
mal complaints regarding sexual
harassment, the publicity should stress
the confidentiality of the grievance
process and thereby encourage em-
ployees to come forward with their
problems. The employer should setup
training programs via human re-
sources or EAP personnel to educate
employees about sexual harassment
and elements of the grievance policy.
Court rulings on sexual harassment
claims and the company's commit-
ment to deterring sexual harassment
should be mentioned in the training
sessions, and presentations should be
given to all employees, especial ly new
hires.

In addition, informal groups led by
EAP counselors can be very helpful. It
is important that men and women
communicate with each other about
how their perceptions of interpersonal
relations differ. These groups can re-
ducethe anxiety level in a company by
bringing the sexual harassment issue
into the open and providing a means
for employees to discuss their feelings
about it.

RECOGNIZING SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

There are only two people involved in
asexual harassment incident: harasser
and victim. The harasser is usually
male and in a supervisory position.
Most harassers act alone, choosing
victims of the opposite sex.3 Class and
occupation are unrelated to harasser
traits. The victim is typically female.
However, there have been cases re-
ported of men harassed by women,
and of homosexual harassment. (For
this article, the pronoun "she" will de-
notethe victim.)
There are two categories of sexual

harassment: quid pro quo and environ-
mental. Quid pro quo harassment in-
volves adirect connection between
sexual favors and working conditions.
Examples are when an employee is of-

fered a promotion, raise or other job
benefits in exchange for having sex
with the "boss," and when a superior's
sexual advance is rejected. There is a
threat of retaliation, such as denied
promotion or negative evaluation,
afterward.^

Environmental harassment consists
of a pattern of sexual advances or per-
sonalcomments that makes an employee
so uncomfortable it is hard for her to
work. Ina "sexually hostile" environ-
ment, the acts of harassment are less
obvious and less explicit than quid pro
quo harassment. Under the law, the
victim may define what constitutes a
sexually hostile work environment. It
may consist of jokes, innuendos and
sexually explicit posters. Additionally,
the victim does not necessarily have to
be the direct recipient of excessive
sexual overtones. According to S.
Beville May, "It is sufficient that she
had been forced to work in a place per-
vaded with sexual harassment, since

an American Bar Association-approved
certificate course from Roosevelt Univer-
sity, in Chicago.

Eskin is currently fulfilling an EAP and
community counseling internship for the
Village of Northbrook (IL).

the very existence of pervasiveness of
sexual harassment poisons the environ-
ment and demonstrates that she and
other women have little opportunity

EMPLOYER LIABILITY IN SEXUAL
HARASSMENT CASES
EAP counselors, as company per-

sonnel, should be familiar with
employer liabilities in sexual
harassment cases. The U.S. Su-
preme Court has ruled on situa-
tions in which companies can be
held liable for sexual harassment.
According to Alberta Cook, "Em-
ployers must be given an opportu-
nity to show any anti-harassment
procedures or policies they have
adopted and to produce any evi-
dence that the disputed behavior
was welcomed by the employee."
("The New Bias Battleground: Sex
Harassment," The National Law
Journal, July 7, 1986, pp. 1 -11.)
The Supreme Court did not specify
any particular behaviors that would
constitute sexual harassment,
however, leaving it to be deter-
mined on a case-by-case basis by
the lower courts.

Under EEOC guidelines, em-
ployerswho know, or should have
known, about sexual harassment
and failed to take immediate cor-
rective action are responsible for
the acts of their employees—re-
gardless of whether the acts com-
plained thereof were not au-
thorized or were forbidden by
company policy. The company
may also be held responsible for
acts of sexual harassment by non-
employees (e.g. consultants, sales-
peopleand customers) involved in
company business where the em-
ployer knew or should have
known of the conduct and failed
to remedy the situation. Sexual
harassment may be claimed by
either sex.
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for advancement and are not being
taken seriously as professionals."5

OPTIONS FOR THE VICTIM

There are a variety of available op-
tions, both formal and informal, that
the EAP counselor can propose to the
client. Counselors should inform the
client of the range of choices, includ-
ing potential consequences, but should
leave the choices up to the cl ient.

Aside from ignoring the problem or
resigning her job, a victim has several
informal options, including confronting
the harasser, referring up the corporate
ladder, and using a union grievance
procedure. In a confrontation, the vic-
tim can take her complaint directly to
the harasser and make it clear that she
will not tolerate this type of behavior.
If the behavior persists, the victim
should document the specific situation
of harassment in a diary. Then she
should write a memo to the harasser
and keep a copy for herself. The memo
should let the harasser know why she
is uncomfortable with his behavior.
The memo should factually explain
what has happened, how the victim
feels, and what she believes must hap-
pen next to resolve the situation. Writ-
ten complaints have been shown to be
successful in dissuading harassers.

If the confrontation does not bring
about satisfactory resu Its, the next step
is to address the matter to the harasser's
supervisor, the personnel manager or
union steward. Beforehand, however,
the victim should keep records and
seek out witnesses and other victims in
order to prove that the harasser has a
pattern of behavior. These records
should include the time and place of
each incident, what the harasser did,
and the victim's response. The victim
should also seek out other people,
even those who have since left the
company, who she thinks may have
also been harassed. She should also
get others who were witness to the
harassment to support her charges, al-
though witnesses of this sort are rarely
available.
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If the victim is a union member, she
may use her union's grievance proce-
dure to file a complaint. Most union
contracts have an antidiscrimination
clause. The union rep will make the
complaint known at various levels of
the organization. If the dispute remains
unresolved, it should go to arbitration.

"Aside from ignoring
the problem or resigning
her job, the victim has

several informal options,
including confronting
the harasser, referring
up the corporate ladder,

and using a union
grievance procedure."

FORMAL ROUTE

Sexual harassment victims may also
choose legal options. They include: a
complaint to the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), Title
VII lawsuit, civil lawsuit, or criminal
lawsuit. Additional responses are
available due to workers compensa-
tion, unemployment insurance and the
Occupational Safety and Health Act
(OSHA).
• EEOC. The victim can file a com-
plaintwith the EEOC, which provides
information and assistance in filing a
sex discrimination complaint under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
as amended. The EEO~'s revised guide-
lines, published in 1980, give victims
more negotiating power by defining
exactly what constitutes harassment.
While some areas remain unclear, the
EEOC guidelines have clarified the law
in ways that benefit the victim.
A victim can obtain an EEOC com-

plaintform from the state employment
office, district EEOC office or state
human rights commission. With some
state commissions, there is a filing
deadline of 30 days after the incident

occurred. The deadline for filing with
the EEOC is 300 days after the last dis-
crimination incident occurred. A vic-
tim has the option of filing with the
EEOC if a state human rights commis-
sion'sdeadline has passed.
The victim must keep notes of all

events related to the reported incident
and to any other incident which oc-
curred in possible retaliation for having
made a charge or filed a complaint.
After the victim files an EEOC com-
plaint, an investigation is conducted
by an EEOC field officer. If the officer
believes there has been a Title VII vio-
lation, the EEOC will try to negotiate
an informal settlement. If an agree-
ment is reached between the EEOC
and the employer, the victim is legally
entitled to be reinstated in her job, or
receive back pay or a financial settle-
ment. If an agreement is not reached,
the victim will be issued a "right to
sue" letter, which entitles her to pur-
sue her case in court under Title VII.
The victim can also request a "right to
sue" letter if the EEOC investigation
has not been completed after 180 days.
A problem with the option is that the

EEOC has a huge backlog of cases; it
may take from six months to more than
a year before the complaint is settled.
This provides the company with time
to try to persuade the victim to drop the
complaint by offering a financial set-
tlement inexchange.
• Title VII Lawsuit under the 1964
Civil Rights Act. Title VII is a federal
regulation which prohibits sex discrimi-
nation in employment. In this case the
employer, not the individual harasser,
is the defendent.

Before filing a Title VII charge, the
victim must have filed an EEOC com-
plaintwithin 300 days after the harass-
ment. The employer must employ at
least 15 people. The victim must hire a
lawyer to file a complaint and pursue
the case in civil court. The victim must
prove harassment in the form of sexual
discrimination and the employer's re-
sponsibility must be proven in court.
In Title VII lawsuits, the victim is de-
nied both a trial by jury and compen-



satory damages for mental or emotional
trauma. If the victim wins the case, she
can regain monetory compensation
for back pay, lost benefits and attor-
ney's fees, and is entitled to job rein-
statement.
A Title VII (or any other) lawsuit

poses obvious problems for the EAP
counselor. When an employee decides
to take a sexual harassment case to
court, the EAP counselor must re-
member that his/her own primary al-
legiance is to the employer, and sec-
ondarily to the worker being coun-
seled. The EAP counselor cannot get
involved in a legal dispute against the
employer. However, the counselor
can help the employee by spelling out
alternatives for dealing with sexual
harassment and by giving emotional
support. The EAP counselor can be a
valuable resource for the employer by
preventing lawsuits from occurring in
the first place, through education and
individual counseling, thereby cor-
rectingthe problem before it escalates
into a legal dispute.
• Civil Lawsuit. A private person may
file a lawsuit in civil court to recover
damages, usual ly money, for wrongful
harm (i.e. a "tort") that was done to
her by another person. According to
William Prosser, "The law of torts is
concerned with the compensation of
losses suffered by private individuals
in their legally protected interests,
through conduct of others which is re-
garded as socially unreasonable."6 In
civil court, the employer. is again the
defendent.

In sexual harassment lawsuits, the
employer can be sued under state laws
which protect against assault, battery,
acts causing mental or emotional dis-
turbance, or interference with the
terms of employment. There are sev-
eral kinds of civil lawsuits: tort of as-
sault, tort of battery, intentional inflic-
tion of emotional distress and inten-
tional interference with an employ-
ment contract.

Assault is defined as "any inten-
tional show of force or movement that
could reasonably make the person ap-

proached feel in danger of physical at-
tack orharmful physical contact."' As-
sault is essentially a mental or emo-
tional disturbance which does not re-
quire actual physical contact.

Battery is defined as "any inten-

tional, unwanted, unprovoked, harm-
ful physical contact by one person, or
an object controlled by that person,
with another person."8 Battery in-
volves acts causing mental or emo-
tionaldisturbance.

.I "'~1
I'

SOUTH OAKS HOSPITAL
W, (The Long Island Home, Ltd.)
"r' Established 1882

Leonard W. Krinsky, Ph. D.
° ~ Executive Director

Comprehensive programs for the
treatment of alcoholism, compulsive

gambling, eating disorders,
drug abuse, and mental illness

NATIONAL TOLL•FREE HELPLINE 1.800-732-9808

• Inpatient detoxification

• Inpatient rehabilitation, open and closed units

• Comprehensive adolescent program

• Active psychodrama programs

• Specialized treatment for
compulsive gambling

•Eating disorders unit

•Family and "significant others" program

•Aftercare follow-up

• Accommodation for patients of all religious
groups

• Licensed outpatient program including
services for children of alcoholics

• Complete EAP liaison and coordination
of patient care

• Information, referral, and free consultation

• Ongoing workshops in alcoholism, compulsive
gambling, and family-related topics

• Training Program for Alcoholism Counseling
and educational services through The
Institute of Alcohol Studies at South Oaks

Sheila B. Blume, M.D., C.A.C.
Director of Alcoholism Programs

400 Sunrise Highway, Amityville, L.1., New Vork 11701 516/264.4000
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"A victim may not find a
criminal lawsuit

worthwhile, since there
is no monetary
compensation
available."

The tort of intentional infliction of
emotional distress "allows for recov-
ery for purely emotional disturbance
and from bodily harm that results from
it without requiring a physical touch-
ing or threat of touching."9 Some
courts require the victim to show that
she was physically harmed (headaches,
ulcers, etc.) as a resultoftheemotional
distress.
To pursue a cause of action for inter-

ferencewith an employment contract,
the defendant must intentional ly act to
deprive another of an economic bene-
fit in an employment situation. The
victim must hire her own lawyer to
pursue a civil suit. Since thevictim can
rely on her own lawyer instead of an
investigator employed by the state
human rights commission, who inves-
tigates EEOC complaints but plays a
neutral role, she has greater control
and independence.

If a victim wins a civil lawsuit, the
judge can grant a court order prohibit-
ing harmful action. In civil lawsuits,
awards include money for physical and
emotional injury, expenses incurred in
seeking a new job, pain and suffering,
salary differential and medical expenses.
The problem posed by a civil lawsuit

is that the legal process normally takes
from one to three years. Since the vic-
tim must hire a private attorney, civil
lawsuits can become an expensive
proposition. In addition, since laws
vary widely from state to state, the ad-
vantages of this process can differ de-
pending on place of employment.

• Criminal Lawsuit. In a criminal law-
suit, the harasser is the defendent and
is prosecutable for actual or attempted
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rape, sexual assault and battery and/or
extortion. The primary drawback of a
criminal lawsuit is the defense that the
victim gave consent. Where sexual as-
sault or rape is involved, the victim
must show that force, or threat of
force, was actually used. Additionally,
the victim's personal sexual history
may be reviewed during the trial,
causing possible embarassment.
A defendant who is found gui Ity may

be faced with a criminal conviction,
imprisonment, and/or monetary fines.
Police are often reluctant to press
criminal lawsuit charges without cor-
roboration and witnesses and, in sexual
harassment cases, there are often no
witnesses or other evidence that a
crime took place. A victim may also
not find a criminal lawsuit worthwhile,
since there is no monetary compensa-
tion available. In addition, harassers
convicted often receive suspended
sentences and/orcourt-ordered therapy.
~ Workers Compensation Act. This
federal law offers benefits for injury,
usually physical, sustained on thejob.
The Act operates through each state's
division of industrial accidents. The
victim must get amedical/psychiatric
evaluation to be eligible for benefits.
The employer's insurance company is
responsible for paying these benefits.
~ Unemployment Insurance. If the
victim was fired or resigned because of
the harassment, she may report the
harassment when applying for unem-
ployment benefits. The victim may
then receive a part of her weekly salary,
although that proportion varies by
state. To become eligible for unem-
ployment insurance, the victim must
also prove that she attempted to change
her work situation by complaining to
the employer.
OSHA. This federal law guarantees

a healthy and safe work environment.
The employer will be fined for any vio-
lation of this Act and must correct the
violation. While OSHA may be used
to protect against sexual harassment, it
is primarily a safeguard against struc-
tural or physical hazards.

CONCLUSION

There is a strong possibility that over
an EAP counselor's career, s/he will be
faced with a client who is experienc-
ing sexual harassment. Counselors
need to be able to help the victim to
understand the benefits and risks ~f
each alternative, so that victims can
make intelligent decisions when con-
fronted with sexual harassment. Since
EAP counselors work for employers,
they should also be aware of the laws
involving employer liability regarding
sexual harassment. EAP counselors
can make a significant contribution to-
ward limiting and eventuallyeliminat-
ingsexual harassment in the workplace.
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HURON VALLEY CHAPTER SURVEYS LOCAL
EMPLOYERS ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE POLICIES

n 1988, ALMACA's Huron Valley
(MI) Chapter decided that it wanted
to ascertain how many local em-

ployers had drug and alcohol abuse
policies and assess employers' policy
development, programming and pre-
vention activities. So it conducted a
survey of employers in local Washtenaw
County. The Chapter already knew
that most of the area's large employ-
ers—for this survey, defined as those
with over 500 employees—had EAPs
or some form of alcohol/drug abuse
programming, so the targeted employer
group became those with from 15 to
500 employees.
Washtenaw County is a 700-square-

mile rectangle of land in Southeastern
Michigan located 45 minutes to an hour
west of Detroit. It is home to the city of
Ann Arbor and the University of
Michigan and has a county population
of 280,000, including 56,000 students.
The chapter needed some help in
planning for and executing the study,
so it enlisted support from a local sub-
stance abuse prevention organization,
Leaders in Prevention (LEADERS). The
chapter received a helping hand from
the Washtenaw County Development
Council, which provided a list of
county businesses. The chambers of
commerce in Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti,

Chelsea, Manchester and Saline,
Michigan also contributed by promot-
ingthe survey during meetings.

Finally, the survey instrument was
developed with oversight from Dr.
Thomas D'Aunno, a faculty member
at the University of Michigan's Insti-
tutefor Social Research.
The Huron Valley Chapter and

LEADERS set three primary goals for
the project:
• to determine the practices currently
being used by small and mid-size em-
ployers in Washtenaw County.
• to promote programs and policies
that area employers could utilize to
address the problems of alcohol and
other drugs in the workplace.
• to determine the progress, on an an-
nual survey basis, of area employers in
their efforts to address these problems.

SURVEY METHOD

Once the instrument was created, the
survey plan was executed. First, about
one week priorto the survey mailing, a
letter was sent to employers outlining
the manner in which the confidentiality
of survey responses would be main-
tained. That letter was signed by Keith
Bruhnsen, then the ALMACA chapter
president, as well as his LEADERS

counterpart. Concurrent with the sur-
vey mailing, LEADERS' publicity com-
mittee contacted the area media with
press announcements about the sur-
vey in order to enhance the response
rate. Also, postcards were sent three
weeks later reminding employers to
respond.
As an incentive to respond to the

survey, employers were informed that
upon its return they could request ad-
ditional free information on alcohol
and drugs in the workplace, EAPs and
prevention activities. Much of the in-
formation was made available through
ALMACA National's Clearinghouse.
The responses were collected and

tabulated by two individuals chosen
because they had no affiliation with
any external EAPs. This helped to as-
sure that respondents would not be
targets for EAP marketing. Addition-
ally, all survey results were sent to all
respondents.

SURVEY RESULTS

Five hundred surveys were mailed out,
of which 124 were completed or re-
turned, fora 24.8% response rate.
(This rate is about average for mail sur-
veys.) Of the individuals who com-
pleted the survey:
• 50% of them were CEOs or owners.
• 22% were human resources/per-

sonneldirectors.
• 14% were administrative assistants.
• 14% were benefits managers or

other administrators.
A wide variety of businesses re-

sponded to the survey, led by man-
ufacturing (23% of respondents), pro-
fessional services (11 %), and retail
(10%). The ratio of for-profit com-
panies to nonprofits was 80:20. Forty
percent of the organizations had fewer
than 30 employees, 33% had 31-99,
and 27% had over 100 employees.
The following breaks down responses

to survey questions on substance
abuse policies and programs.

•Policy Development. Sixty nine
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percent (69%) of the respondents had
an organizational alcohol or drug policy.
There was a variety of reasons given
for policy development, the most fre-
quent being safety in the work force,
followed by the need for work-site
regulations.
The initial response of employers for

violation of a policy was. disciplinary
action, up to and including termina-
tion, in 78% of the cases, while only
22% stated that rehabilitation was an
option.
• Drug Screening. This was not a pre-
valentactivity amongtherespondents.
Only 19% performed screening, with
an additional 3% developing screen-
ing procedures. Of the 19% conduct-
ing screens, it was being performed
equally for illicit drugs and alcohol,
most often during the preemployment
stage.
•Prevention Activities. Thirty-eight
percent (38%) of respondents pro-
vided on-site services or prevention
ro rammin . Of those 85% offeredp g g

r- ~,...:

fir'°m i~~ ~,.

a
~,_~-~

'~` ~i~~ ~~
Keith Bruhnsen Robert DeLauro
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DO YOU HAVE AN EAP?

68%

SOURCE: HURON VALLEY SURVEY

activities related to health promotion
and wellness.

Thirty-seven percent (37%) pro-
vided educational information to em-
ployees on alcohol and drugs; 36%
provided training or written materials
to supervisory personnel; 32% pro-
vided written materials to employees
and family. members; 11 %had organi-
zational campaigns; and 20% had
other activities.
• EAPs. One hundred employers re-
sponded to the survey question on
EAPs. Thirty-two percent (32%) either
had a program or were in the process
of developing one. Of those which
had an EAP, 65%had an external con-
tractor, 13%had an internal, and 22%
did not specify either model.
Among the 32 responding com-

panies with EAPs, 10 said the reason
for the program was cost containment,
nine to retain troubled employees, six
as an employee benefit program, four
to relieve supervisors of "treating" em-
ployee problems, and three to avoid
litigation. Respondents. reported that
their EAPs provided a wide range of
services for employees and their de-
pendents, including assessment, crisis
intervention, counseling, supervisory
gaining and consultation.
Of the respondents which did not

have an EAP, 46% felt it was not
needed, 18% did not know what an
EAP was, 15%felt it was too costly or
intrusive, 5% felt it was a duplication
of services, and 16% identified other

reasons.
• Trends by Size of Employer. For this
study, respondents were categorized
into small (fewer than 30 employees),
medium (30-99 employees) and large
(100+ employees).

Alcohol and Other Drug Policies.
Seventy-four percent (74%) of the
large companies had a policy, as did
69% of the medium and 49% of small.

Drug Screening. Thirty-five percent
(35%) of large companies performed
screening, as did 30% of medium and
3% of small.

EAPs. Fifty-eight percent (58%) of
large employers had EAP services, as
did 25% of medium and 15% of small.

GETTING GOOD PRESS

Since the survey report was completed
in January 1989, EAPs, as a response
to problems related to drug and al-
coholabuse, have received very favor-
able local press. According to Robert
DeLauro, achapterexecutivecommit-
tee member who was the .chapter's
liaison with LEADERS, "There was re-
cently an article that appeared in the
Ann Arbor News, the largest newspaper
in the county, which reviewed the sur-
vey report. An editorial appeared two
days later that suggested rehabilitation
is a preferable solution to termination

WHY DO YOU HAVE
AN EAP?
(N = 32)
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for employees with drug and alcohol
problems. The editorial promoted the
ideas that were presented in our report.
"This has provided some exceptional

publicity for EAPs that probably would
not have been possible if the survey
had not been performed. We hope it
also helps to educate employers about
strategic planning as an approach to
dealing with drug and alcohol prob-
lems among employees instead of
through a crisis response."
Would this type of survey be advan-

tageous for other chapters? "Definitely.
could see this being replicated

throughout the country. It's not that
difficult a project to accomplish, as
long as you have a few chapter mem-
bers who are willing to stick with it,"
says DeLauro.
EAP providers always need to be

cognizant of their local business cli-
mateand to keep potential client com-
panies aware of the value of EAPs. A
survey of this nature accomplishes
both.

CHAMBER RELEASES A
STUDY ADVOCATING
EAP USE

The National Chamber Foundation,
a public policy research organiza-

tion affiliated with the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce, has released a 92-page
booklet entitled Employer Initiatives to
Reduce Substance Abuse. EAPs are
heavily advocated in the publication,
the result of a project on the effective-
ness of health care cost containment
strategies.
The report presents a coordinated

strategy to combat workplace sub-
stance abuse. Its executive summary
states: "(The strategy) begins with
evaluating performance on the job—
nottrying todiagnose alcohol or other
drug problems.
"When a performance problem has

been identified, the next issue—and
the most difficult for employers—is

whether to test employees for drug
use. Many more companies are not
testing, although some confine it to
new job applicants and do not test
existing workers. Still, testing can be
justified as a natural extension of
methods for evaluating employees' fit-
ness for duty .. .
"The next issue is what to do if a con-

firmed test indicated drug use. Em-
ployers agree that test results should be
used to flag workers who need help—
assessment of their problem, counsel-
ing, or referral to treatment. The pre-
ferred way to pursue this course today
in the private sector is through an em-
ployee assistance plan (EAP)."
The booklet lays out various steps

that can be taken in administering a
drug program and establishing an EAP.
Some case studies are cited, including
the alcohol/drug screening program at
Carpenter Technology Corporation,
the executive intervention program of-
fered by Paul Sherman and Associates,
and the small-business model EAPs for
businesses in Alexandria, Virginia (ad-
ministered by COPE, Inc.) and Lincoln,
Nebraska (Lincoln EAP).
The report has been made available

to businesses affiliated with the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce. People inter-
ested in obtaining a copy of the report
should send a request, along with $15,
to: National Chamber Foundation,
1615 H Street, NW, Washington, DC
20062.

NEW AFL-CIO
COMMUNITY
SERVICES DIRECTOR
AFL-CIO President Lane Kirkland has

named Joe Velasquez as director
of the AFL-CIO Department of Com-
munity Services, effective April 1,
1989.

Velasquez, 42, who was formerly
an international representative of the
United Automobile Workers, has been
assistant director of the AFL-CIO's

Committee on Political Education
(COPE) since 1984. He succeeds Frank
Emig who was director of Community
Services from January 1985 until his
death in October 1988.

Prior to joining COPE, Velasquez
was field director for the Labor Coun-
cil for Latin American Advancement,
and he had served as executive direc-
tor of the Workers' Institute for Safety
and Health.

During the Carter Administration,
Velasquez was a special assistant to
the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Oc-
cupational Safety and Health and he
was formerly an administrator in the
Ohio Department of Industrial Rela-
tions.

ALMACANs ON
THE MOVE

JONATHAN R. ~ °
SHEFF has been
named president ,~ 4e"~ -;,
Resource Manage-
ment Consultants ~r ~ ~ ~{~`
(RMC), a Salem, ~~ _ _
New Hampshire ~~ 8r
EAP provider. Pre- ~j~-..,,;4~F ~.~~, ,,.. ,
viously, he served J=,_,5~
as RMC's vice j~~; ti
president and as ~. ~ . -.,~ ~ "
associate di rector of the Center for Life
Management. He can be contacted at:
RMC, Salem Professional Park, 44 Stiles
Road, Salem, NJ 03079; (603) 893-9147.

)OANN L. BLACK-
MAN has been ~ ~~
named president ~kti,, ~.x
of Renewal, Inc.,
an eating disorder
treatment center ~ `j .. `
in Upperco, Mary-
land. Previously,
she was d i rector of',
alcohol and drug
services for Mc-
Minnville (OR) Community Hospital.
She can be contacted at: Renewal,
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Inc., 5026 Frye Road, Upperco, MD
21 155; (301) 429-4972.

HUGH J. GAL-
LAGHER, CAC, ,~ '~~.
CEAP has been ~~`'~
named program
director of Re- ~~~.~ ~~;~, ~,
sources in Em- `'
ployee Assistance ~~ ''~~~~
and Corporate ~~ M
Health (REACH), .,~, ,r
a service of Fair ~ ,,
Oaks Hospital in ",~ ~~
Summit, NJ. REACH specializes in ex-
ecutive intervention.

Previously, Gallagher spent 11
years as manager of EAP services for
AT&T and three years as an occupa-
tional program consultant for the New
Jersey Division on Alcohol ism. He can
be contacted at: REACH, Fair Oaks
Hospital, 19 Prospect Street, Summit,
NJ 07901; (201) 522-7807.

JACK W. GUEST, CEAP, corporate
manager of corporate human re-
sources for Hughes Aircraft Company,
has announced his retirement. In his
managerial capacity, Jack oversaw the
operation of Hughes' EAP. He is a
longstanding member of ALMACA
and was in attendance at organiza-
tional meeting in 1971 during which
ALMACA was formed. We wish Jack
the best of luck during his retirement
years.

JAMES W. GRIFFIS, MA, CEAP has
been named vice president of opera-
tions for Heritage Health Corporation
in Melbourne, Florida. He will over-
seeoperations for several locations for
Heritage, which operated chemical
dependency and food addiction pro-
grams. Griffis is also vice president of
ALMACA's Northeast Florida Chapter
and was formerly with the EAP of
Crowley Maritime Corporation.

NANCY J. WHITE, MS, CEAP, has
also joined the Heritage staff as re-
gional marketing director. She formerly
worked for the EAP at Memorial Medi-
ca) Center in Jacksonville, FL, and is a
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past secretary of the North Florida
Chapter.

Griffis and White can be contacted
at: Heritage Health Corporation, 2000

Commerce Drive, Melbourne, FL 32901;
(305) 725-5222.

DO YOU NEED AN ACCURATE

ASSESSMENT OF CHEMICAL

DEPENDENCY?

Do you have fif#een minutes?

Substance Abuse ~ubtle Screening ~ nventory

OTHER FEATURES:

Separate Codependent Scale
Separate Denial Scale
Economical

1 N S T I T U
4403 Trailridge Road

Bloomington, Indiana 47408
Telephone (8~2) 333-6434
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NIDA PUBLISHES
CURRICULUM
GUIDELINES

The National Institute on Drug Abuse,
Office of Workplace Initiatives,

has announced the publication of its
Drug Ahuse Curriculum for Employee
Assistance Program Professionals.
The curriculum has been designed as
an instructional program on which in-
servicetraining and continuing educa-
tion programs can be built, and aca-
demic orcontinuing education credits
can be offered.
The curriculum has been formatted

into six modules. The modules and au-
thor(s) for each include:

I. Overview of Drug Abuse and EAPs
at the Workplace (Judith Vicary,
Ph.D., College of Health and Human
Development, The Pennsylvania State
University).

I1. Pharmacology of Abused Drugs
(George E. Woody, M.D., Drug De-
pendency Treatment Unit, Philadel-
phia VA Medical Center).

III. Organizational Implications of
Drug Abuse Programming (Sheila H.
Akabas, Ph.D., The Workplace Center,
Columbia University School of Social
Work; and Meredith Hanson, DSW,
Kings County Hospital, Comprehen-
sive Alcohol Outpatient Treatment
Clinic).

IV. Supervisor Training (Bradley
Googins, Ph. D. and Judith C. Casey,
MSW, Boston University School of So-
cial Work).

V. Assessment (Dale A. Masi, DSW,
University of Maryland School of So-
cial Work).

VI. Case Management (Muriel Gray,
Ph. D., Assistant Professor, University
of Maryland School of Social Work
and Community Planning).

Single copies of the curriculum are (301) 468-2600.
available free upon request by writing (Also of interest, a NIDA job an-
orcalling: National Clearinghouse For nouncement appears on page 40.)
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Information,
P.O. Box 2345, Rockville, MD 20852;

Diagnosing an
eatin disorder
can chan e a li eg
For the Mental Health Professional, the Eating Disorders
Program at Gracie Square Hospital can provide assistance
in the diagnosis and treatment for clients with eating
disorders problems.

At Gracie Square Hospital, the Eating Disorders Program
takes place in its own warm, caring, professional environ-
ment. The Eating Disorders unit is staffed by a skilled
multidisciplinary team, including board-certified
psychiatrists and internists.

Services provided:
■ Intensive Inpatient Treatment Program
■ A 24-hour confidential "helpline" for consulta-

tion and referrals. In New York State you and
your clients can call: 212-222-2832. Outside New
York State: call toll free 1-800-382-2832
■ Free Support Groups once a month for program

"alumni' and the general public. Free weekly
peer groups and weekly brunch meetings for
"alumni"

Eating Disorders Program

v Gracie Square Hospital 
14UALITY CARE
and

n 420 East 76th Street, New York, N.Y 10021 PERSONAL REGARD
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PUBLIC HE,gLTH ADV150R
(Federal Government)
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ASPA SURVEYS COMPANIES
79% of RESPONDENTS HAV

The American Society of Personnel
Administration (ASPA) recently

surveyed its membership through the
January issue.. of Resource, ASPA's
membership newsletter. There were
409 respondents, of which 79% re-
ported that they provide some type of
EAP. Over half (44%) indicated that
they plan to establish a program .

Almost unanimously, respondents
reported that their program's benefits
outweigh the associated cost (98% of
respondents). When asked. whether
improvement was noted in each of six
areas, in descending order improve-
ment was noted most frequently in:
morale, discipline, absenteeism; .pro-
ductivity, turnover, accidents (see
Chart 1). The services that more than
half ofallEAPsofferedincluded:alcohol
and drug abuse services (94%), mental
disorders/emotional. stress (9Z.5%),
marital/family problems, (97:5%), 24-

Chart 7

AREAS OF
IMPROVEMENT
DUE TO EAP

don't
Area improved know

Morale 46 48
Discipline 30 60
Absenteeism 25 60
Productivity 25 64
Turnover 15 63
Accidents 9 69
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ON EAP UTILIZATION,:
E PROGRAMS
hour crisis Hotline (69.0%), and legal
counseling (55.7%). For a complete
breakdown, see Chart 2.

Seventy-one percent of EAPs operate
through contracted community re-
sources. Twefve percent are operated
with in-house resources, and 17%
through a combination of internal/ex-
ternal programs. Twenty-nine percent
of the respondents have EAPs with fa-
cilities located at the work site. The
ASPA survey report also noted that of
those with facilities at the work site (a
total of 92 companies), 95% provide
on-site referral and information serv-

Chart 2

EAP SERVICES..
OFFERED

Alcohol/Drug Abuse 99.4
Mental Disorders/

Emotional Stress 97.5
Marital/Family
Problems 97.5

24 Hour Crisis Hotline• 69.0
Legal Counseling 55.7
Health Education
(smoking, weight) 46.4

Retirement Counseling 33.4
Career Counseling 30.3
Termination/
Outplacement
Counseling 30.0

AIDS Education/
Support Groups 26.0

Health Risk Screening 13.0
Financial Counseling 9.6

ices; 59% provide on-site assessment..

services; and 44% provide on-site
treatment and counseling services.

Thirty-nine percent of the survey re-
spondents were from companies with
less than 500 employees, 35% have
501-2,500 employees, and 17% have
more than 2,500 employees. The
types of industries represented are
manufacturing (36%), service (20%),
finance (12%), health care (11 %J, and
nonmanufacturing (10%).

These results .were published in the
.April 1989 issue of RESOURCE. ❑
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CI~~RTER
MEDICAL
CORPORATION

Charter Medical
Corporation

proudly presents...

SECAD°-1989 -- Z~.e World"s Finest Conference
on Alcohol and Drug .A,buse.

ATTEND THE VERY BEST in educational r.• t ' ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~—~—~~~~~,
conferences — SECAD~-1989, November 29 r ~/ ~ ~ ~~~ ~
through December 3, 1989 in Atlanta, Georgia. - 4 ~ ~~' ' ~ / • / ~

This year's meeting will feature the world's ~ ~ • ~. = A,,M ~
most knowledgeable faculty in the chemical Name ~
dependency field covering virtually every aspect ~1
of alcohol and drug abuse and addiction. ~ Facility ~

Make plans now to attend SECAD~-1989! I ~
For a free conference brochure send in the attached 1 Address ~

coupon or call: ~ ~ City, State, Zip j

~'voo'~T~'~v~~ ~ Pro£ Discipline (M.D.,D.O:,Ph.D.,RN.,CAC,R.Ph.,MSW,EAP,Etc.) ~

(iri GA 1-912-742-1161) ~ Send for SECAD°-1989, Charter Medical Corporation 1
Educational credits will be applied for from, various ~ P.O. Box 209, Suite 701, Macon, GA 31298.

organizations —please contact our office for details. ~ ~

Presented by Charter Medical Corporation — recognized leaders in'addictive disease treatment
with over 70 hospitals throughout the United States and Europe.
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LESSONS LEARNED:
A TESTIMONIAL ON THE SALE OF AN EAP

by Barbara Lane, MS, CEAP
Regional Sales Manager
Personal Performance Consultants, Inc.
Sunnyvale, CA

as anyone been down the same
road as I have? I was a partner
in a small, external EAP firm

that, due to market conditions, was
sold to a large, national EAP provider.
That occurred in 1986. Our EAP com-
pany, Sunnyvale, California-based
Human Resource Services (HRS),
owned by me and two other partners
from 1980-86, was sold to St. Louis-
based Personal Performance Consul-
tants (PPC).

Here's how` it happened. After the
state of California extended the Knox-
Keene licensing provisions to the EAP
field in 1985, the three of us in HRS
each reevaluated our business plan-
ningand commitment to the EAP field.
HRS was among a number of external
providers offering short-term counsel-
ing in addition to assessment-and-re-
ferral services. Under the law, we
were subject to the regulation, but we
decided to not take the risks involved
with raising the necessary capital for
licensure. My partners elected to de-
partfrom the EAP field and I decided to
stay, since I found it to be a satisfying
career. Considering our options, we
made the decision to sell the company.

In )uly 1985, we made inquiries to a
handful of large external EAP firms. In
May 1986, an agreement with PPC
was closed. During the 10-month
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period between inquiry and sale,
though, I learned more about operat-
ing and selling a business than I ever
cared to know. Here are some activities
and observations I made during that
span o~time.
• A handshake and verbal agreement
were sufficient to begin the acquisition
process. There was a level of trust be-
tween HRS and PPC that permitted us to
proceed with the preliminaries on that
basis. The principles) of any firm needs
to decide for him/herself whether or
not a formal letter of intent is neces-
sary. In our case, it wasn't.
"• The most important item in negotiat-
ingthe sale of HRS was setting a value
on assets. Categorically, the assets
were:
• hard assets, including desks, files,

furniture, etc.
• personnel assets. Since I was the

only person from HRS who ended up
joining PPC, my salary and an employ-
mentcontract were negotiated.
• revenue from existing contracts.
• future assets. Here is where it gets

more involved. HRS increased its busi-
ness income every year since 1980,
when the company was founded. A
value had to be put on the sales pipe-
line and name recognition that HRS
was building to potential clients.
Without revealing the exact method
by which the value of HRS' future as-
sets were determined, it was based on
a formula having four primary factors:
"w" dollars worth of revenue in the last
full fiscal year multiplied by "x" per-
cent ofprojected annual growth multi-
plied by "y" number of years into the
future multiplied by a "z" ratio of the
revenues that would be derived in
each of those years.

Numerically, if a company with $5
million in contracts over its last fiscal
year (w) wants to sell, future assets
could be based on a 10% annual
growth rate (x) over the next five years
(y), for which 20% of those dollars
could be included in the formula (z).
Therefore, the calculation for future
assets would be this:

$33.6 million (factors w, x and y)
x .20 (factor z)

$ 6.72 million TOTAL VALUE OF
FUTURE ASSETS

By the way, in 1982 when HRS sought
to conduct an analysis to cost-out the
value of its services in order to bid on
contracts, we received assistance from
students at the Stanford University
Graduate School of Business. These
MBA students did the analysis free of
charge and used the experience as a
cornerstone project for one of their
classes. For anyone who is in the prox-
imity of a college or university with a
business department, the same kind of
services may be available to assistwith
a sale or merger.
• Although my former partners with
HRS left the EAP field, they neverthe-
lesssigned non-compete clauses to as-
surethey would not use contractual in-
formation that they were privy to in
order to realize financial gain.
• I had to contact each of HRS' client
companies and request that they sign
consent forms which would allow us
to sell the firm to PPC. This was a
lengthy process that took several
months. As it turned out, all of HRS'
client companies signed with PPC.
They found it to their advantage to
contract with a national provider so
that their sales staffs—even employees
in remote locations—would be covered
by EAP services.
• HRS obtained legal counsel during
the sale to PPC, when price and con-
tract terms were being negotiated.
• One of the potential pitfalls of sell-
ing is that a unified stance must be
reached between the partners within
your own company first before pre-
senting your position to the other
party. Everyone must see eye-to-eye
before approaching the other company.
• An alternative to selling or merging
is franchising. It is common in the real
estate and insurance industries, and
pooling resources and training in this
way may enable an EAP contractor to
retain a certain amount of indepen-
dence. To a lesser extent, it has been



Hampton Hospital pnd employee assistance

professionals.

At Hampton, our job isn't done until we bring

employees back to work. That's why treatment
used in the EAP field. Because my two
partners left HRS a franchise was not for depression and substance abuse includes an

appropriate for us. individualized discharge and follow-up program.
• An up-front market needs assess-
ment was helpful to both PPC and In fact, we begin preparing for discharge right after

HRS. The sale occurred at a time when a comprehensive diagnostic evaluation.
managed mental health care was be-
ginning to take hold in California, and

Throughout treatment, our full-time doctors

PPC sought to have a presence there. It work closely with employee assistance professionals
welcomed the possibility of acquiring
an established EAP provider. HRS had

— providing weekly progress reports and aback-to-

a preexisting network of counselors work summary. Together they develop recommen-
which signed on with PPC during the dations for the discharge. The counselor helps
changeover. PPC's intention was not
to do an immediate overhaul of HRS implementthe program and gets the employee back

operations once they were acquired; on the job.
instead PPC preferred a transition that
maintained business as usual, phasing The next time you have an employee who needs

in PPC systems gradually over aone- help—an employee you need on the job—call us.
year period. As a result, the change-

for client companies was At Hampton, we bring people back to work.over our
nearly seamless. I moved to a larger of-
fice, but the phone number stayed the Call 609/267-7000 or 800/345-7345
same.
The relationship of HRS and PPC

(outside NJ only)

during the sale was cordial. We didn't
regard each other as "adversaries,"

~

Who braneven through the hard negotiations. s
The environment in which a sale or
merger occurs can be influenced by
the personalities involved, however, em to eesand we naturally had our ups and
downs. However, both PPC and I were
able to keep the goal (buying H RS) pri-

~~~~ 
tO

mart', even when obstacles seemed in- WO~~ •
surmountable attimes.

Despite the fact that negotiations
went wel I, there was a mu Ititude of de-
tails onwhich to reach agreement. The
sale was finally closed when I rashed
to my attorney's office in San Francisco
on the expiration date of the sales
agreement and turned in the final papers
at the last hour. Although I'd prefer to

~~~~

never be involved in anothercompany
sale again, it gave me valuable busi- A private psychiatric hospitalHess experience and has been very
helpful in my work with client com-
panies in this age of "mergermania." ❑

Conveniently located within one half-hour of Philadelphia.

JCAHO accredited. Covered by most major insurance plans.
CHAMPUS approved.
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